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Dielectric elastomeric actuators (DEAs) tend to have good perspectives in artificial 
muscle applications. This class of materials has properties similar to the natural 
muscles. However, DEAs generally need very high actuation voltage that limits the 
possible applications and decreases the lifetime of an actuator. Although much research 
has been conducted to overcome the mentioned problems, efficient ways of lowering 
the working voltage are still in demand. Utilization of dielectric rubber composites is 
one of the popular approaches showing positive results. Namely, higher overall relative 
permittivity of the material allows reducing the actuation voltage if the mechanical 
properties are maintained at the initial level.  
The aim of the current work is to modify acrylic and epichlorohydrin rubbers by 
addition of dielectric and ferroelectric fillers, as well as two types of dielectric oils, in 
order to obtain a material with enhanced dielectric permittivity and low modulus. 
Moreover, attention is paid to the mechanical properties, especially Young’s modus and 
stress at 100 % elongation of the initial elastomers and obtained composites. The effect 
of crosslink densities of the vulcanizates is also taken into consideration. While the 
actuation tests are outside the scope of this thesis, actuation behaviour of the materials 
can be estimated theoretically based on mechanical and dielectric properties. As a result, 
some improvement was gained in material performance; number of important 
conclusions about fabrication, sample preparation, dielectric measurements and 
directions of further research was drawn. Finally, theoretical and experimental 
knowledge obtained during the preparation of the thesis can be valuable for the further 
development of the research project. 
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1. Introduction 
The nature provides ideas how to create new functional materials resembling those 
already existing in the biosphere. Bio-inspired and bio-mimetic materials have recently 
gained a huge interest in the scientific community. [1] Although it seems impossible to 
surpass the creations of Mother Nature, much development is going on in the field of 
artificial muscles [2]. In this case “artificial muscle” is synonymous to “muscle-like 
material”, and such materials are being developed for non-biomedical applications 
rather than for substitution of natural muscles. The possible applications of artificial 
muscles include refreshable braille displays, robotic arms and other moving part, 
loudspeakers, optical zoom lenses, active damping and force-feedback systems, energy 
generators and others. [3] 
In the past decades, researchers have attempted to reproduce the performance of 
natural muscles by conventional electromagnetic motor (EM) - based actuators, 
pneumatic systems and “smart material” actuators*. EM-based and pneumatic systems 
are usually large, heavy and noisy, while lighter and smaller “smart materials”, which 
are conventionally shape memory alloys, piezoelectrics or magnetostrictive alloys, can 
give only small strains. [3] Electroactive polymers (EAPs) appeared as an alternative to 
the previously mentioned actuators [3-5]. It is stated that EAP actuators have properties 
most resembling those of biological muscles and being truly bio-inspired [6].  Although 
there are other ways of classification, electroactive polymers can be divided into major 
groups based on their actuation method: ionic and field-activated EAPs. Ionic EAPs 
include ionic polymer-metal composites, ionic gels, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and 
various conductive polymers. Under the field-activated classification fall ferroelectric, 
electrostrictive and relaxor ferroelectric polymers, polymer electrets, liquid crystal 
elastomers and dielectric elastomers that will be discussed in more details in the current 
work. [3]  
As for ferroelectric EAPs, best actuator performance to date has been obtained from 
poly(vinylidene fluoride)-based (PVDF) polymers copolymerized with 
trifluoroethylene, or P(VDF-TrFE). The application of an electric field perpendicular to 
the P(VDF-TrFE) chains leads to a transition between nonpolar and polar forms 
resulting in a contraction in the direction of polarization and an expansion perpendicular 
to it. This transition can be facilitated by irradiation, or when a small mass fraction of a 
bulky monomer (e.g., chlorofluoroethylene) is added to P(VDF-TrFE). The resulting 
material is a relaxor ferroelectric. [7] Limitations of the discussed EAPs are low strain 
                                                          
* In this case, actuator is a device that is capable of transforming the applied energy (electrical, thermal, 
etc.) into the reversible mechanical deformation. 
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level and strain energy, fatigue of the electrodes, need for high electric fields, and high 
heat dissipation. Moreover, the e-beam irradiation process for curing the fluorocarbons 
is expensive. [8] Electrostrictive graft elastomers have a flexible backbone with polar 
side chains, which are aggregated and form polar crystalline regions. Application of an 
electric field aligns crystalline regions thus changing the polymer dimensions. [3] 
Liquid crystals are known to change the phase and orientation when electric field is 
applied. By incorporation of liquid crystals into a polymer backbone or side chains, 
field-induced changes may be used to produce actuation. However, both modulus and 
actuator strains of such polymers are low. [7] 
Finally, dielectric elastomers (DEs) are insulators that become polarized in applied 
electric field thus being subjected to an active electrostatic pressure [9]. Among the 
other “smart materials” used to obtain muscle-like action, dielectric elastomers most 
resemble the natural muscles in strain, actuation pressure, density, efficiency and 
response speed.  Compared to other electroactive polymers, dielectric elastomers offer 
good overall performance, high strains and decent cost. [2] 
Dielectric elastomer actuators (DEAs) can offer “muscle-like” behaviour, but due to 
certain limitations of the existing dielectric elastomers, new materials are in demand. 
Same as for other EAPs, the main drawback of the contemporary DEAs is very high 
operating voltage that can reach 10 kV for 10-100 µm thick films. [3] Such actuation 
voltages limit their applications, and, therefore, need to be reduced [10;11]. Increasing 
the dielectric constant with control on the elastic modulus of a material is one of the 
possible methods to lower the operating voltage [9;12], and such approach is applied in 
the current work. 
1.1. Aim and scope of the work 
This thesis work is dealing with speciality elastomer compounds possessing 
considerably high relative dielectric permittivity to allow their application in dielectric 
elastomer actuators. The current work evaluates the effect of processing methods, type 
and amount of incorporated fillers, as well as addition of plasticizers on the dielectric 
and mechanical properties of selected rubbers. 
This study utilizes different grades of acrylic and epichlorohydrin rubbers filled with 
titanium oxide, tantalum pentoxide, or barium titanate in various concentrations. The 
samples were fabricated by solution casting (conventional and assisted by sonication), 
on two-roll mill or in laboratory internal mixer. Furthermore, two different types of 
commercial dielectric oils were incorporated into the rubbers in order to obtain 
plasticizing effect. 
The aim of this work is to: 
a) Study the effect of rubber type and grade on the electrical and mechanical 
properties of the material 
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b) Study the effect of fabrication method (conventional solvent casting, 
sonication assisted solvent casting, mixing in an internal mixer or on two-roll 
mill) on the dielectric constant and tensile properties of acrylic rubbers 
c) Study the effect of the type of dielectric filler and filler load on the 
permittivity and mechanical properties of elastomers 
d) Study the compatibility and effect of different dielectric oils on processing, 
dielectric and mechanical properties of the chosen elastomers 
1.2. Thesis outline 
The current Master of Science thesis consists of five chapters. Theoretical part in 
Chapter 2 covers three major topics: dielectricity, dielectric elastomers and composites. 
The phenomena of dielectricity and related conceptions, as well as, principles of 
dielectric actuation are introduced with the focus on elastomers in Chapter 2.1. In 
Chapter 2.2, the main types of dielectric elastomers are revised, and polymers used in 
the current work are introduced in more details. Moreover, the approaches to the 
dielectric elastomeric composites are discussed briefly in Chapter 2.3.  
Experimental part of the work is presented in Chapter 3. It contains descriptions of 
the applied materials, recipes, apparatus, sample fabrication techniques, and testing 
methods used in the work. The results of experiments are discussed in Chapter 4, and 
each of the sub-chapter is followed by conclusion. Finally, Chapter 5 contains general 
conclusions, suggestions and recommendations for the further work. 
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2. Theoretical background 
Among the various actuator materials presented briefly in Chapter 1, DEAs are one of 
the most promising materials for artificial muscle applications. The comparison between 
important properties of natural muscles and various mimicking materials is shown in 
Appendix 1. Understanding the nature of dielectricity and physical basis of actuation, 
as well as, selection of materials and critical evaluation of available engineering 
approaches are crucial for creation of new DEA. 
The current chapter will shortly discuss main physical, chemical and engineering 
aspects and phenomena involved in the functioning of DEAs. Moreover, this chapter 
will introduce the structure and properties of the materials involved during this work in 
compounding new dielectric elastomer. Furthermore, suitable methods of prediction of 
dielectric constant of such composites will be shortly reviewed. And finally, alternative 
approaches for the creation of functional DEA will be discussed briefly. 
2.1. Dielectricity 
Dielectricity is a physical model focusing on interaction between the electric field and 
atoms/molecules of the material. All materials respond to the external disturbance in the 
way offsetting its effects. Likewise, all materials are polarized in response to an applied 
electric field, when all the dipoles in it align in the applied field so that negative end is 
turned towards higher potential, and positive ends – towards lower. Other mechanisms 
also contribute to the polarization of the material and they will be discussed in the 
corresponding chapter. In the current work, the effect of electric field will be discussed 
mainly for dielectric materials.  Dielectrics are insulators - material that contains no free 
charge carriers that can be moved in electric field.  To be precise, dielectrics are able to 
conduct electricity due to the impurities and imperfections within the material, but their 
conductivity is ranging from 10-18 to 10-6 S/m. [13;14]  
In a static electrical field dielectric model can be illustrated with an example of a 
primitive parallel plate capacitor. In Figure 2.1a, the capacitor is built from two parallel 
metallic plate electrodes of an area A separated by distance d in vacuum. At a constant 
potential difference V, surface charge concentrations +Aı and -Aı start to build up on 
the opposite plates. Capacitance is expressed as a ratio of the charge on the plate to the 
difference in potential [13]: 
ܥ଴ = ஺ఙ௏   (2.1) 
A uniform electric flux density D0 arising from the charge density ı is directly 
proportional to the acting electric field E: 
ܦ଴ = ߝ଴ܧ  (2.2) 
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where İ0 is the dielectric permittivity of vacuum and has a value of 8.854 pF/m. As 
E=V/d, formula (2.1) can be written as: 
ܥ଴ = ఌబ஺ௗ   (2.3) 
When a dielectric material is placed between the electrodes (Figure 2.1b), the 
charge density on the plates then includes bound charge densities േ݌ due to the effect 
of polarization. Hence, total charge density becomes ı+p), and the capacitance of such 
system expressed from (2.1) will be: 
ܥ = ஺ሺఙା௣)
௏
  (2.4) 
The described increase in charge densities will lead to increase in flux density, or 
electric displacement vector:  
ܦഥ ൌ ߝ଴ܧത ൅ തܲ  (2.5) 
where തܲ is electric polarization vector.[15] 
 
Figure 2.1. Charges on a parallel-plate capacitor in static field a) with vacuum 
between the plates; b) with dielectric material between the plates [13]. 
2.1.1. Dielectric constant and relative permittivity 
Dielectric constant of a material is a unitless measure of the material’s ability to 
polarize in presence of an electric field [16]. In static fields the relative (real) dielectric 
constant can be defined as a ratio between flux density in dielectric and in vacuum, or 
ratio of corresponding permittivities, when equations (2.2) and (2.5) are applied [14]: 
ߝᇱ = ஽ഥ
஽బ
= ఌ
ఌబ
  (2.6) 
where İ is dielectric permittivity of the material. Moreover, relative dielectric 
constant (permittivity) can be expressed as [13]: 
ߝᇱ = ஼
஼బ
= 1 + ܺ  (2.7) 
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where ܺ = ௉ത
ఌబாത
 is the electric susceptibility of the material; the expression is derived 
from equations (2.1) and (2.4).  
In literature, references are not usually made to the “dielectric constant” of the 
material, but to “relative dielectric permittivity”, İƍ or İr, that is synonymous to it.  
Moreover, the terms “relative dielectric constant” and “relative permittivity” are often 
substituted. [14] Although some authors still use traditional ߢᇱ [16], it is more often 
replaced by İƍ or İr. “Relative dielectric permittivity”, as well as “İƍ”, will be used 
further in this work because such designation is most common in the literature related to 
DEAs. 
2.1.2. Polarization 
On a macroscopic level, material responds to an applied electric field by becoming 
polarized, and the energy is stored in the dielectric medium. Macroscopic polarization P 
is obtained from the polarization of n molecular dipoles with induced dipole moment ݌ҧ  
in the unit volume (ܲ = ݊݌ҧ).  On a microscopic level, magnitude of a dipole moment is 
proportional to a local electric field intensity EL [13;15;17]: 
݌ҧ = ߙܧ௅  (2.8) 
where Į is polarizability of the molecule. Dielectric permittivity İ’ and molar 
polarizability 1Į were first related to each other in Clausius-Mosotti equation [15]: 
ேఈ
ଷఌబ
= ൫ఌᇲିଵ൯ெ(ఌᇲାଶ)ఘ   (2.9) 
where N is Avogadro’s number, M – molecular weight, ȡ – density. Molecular 
polarizability is a combination of distinct values based on different mechanisms 
responsible for microscopic polarization [13;15]: 
a) Electronic polarizability Įe. In the applied electric field electrons in the 
atoms are displaced to the opposite direction than E with respect to the 
positive nucleus. Electronic polarizability dominates in materials consisting 
of only one type of atom (C, Si, etc.). The effect is more pronounced for 
heavy atoms. 
b) Atomic (ionic) polarizability Įa. In this case, valence electron cloud is 
displaced in the region of the chemical bonds of a molecule. Moreover, this 
mechanism is responsible for displacement of centres of positively charged 
ions relative to negatively charged ions leading to a high polarizability. This 
mechanism is important for inorganic solids, for example, NaCl and various 
metal oxides. 
c) Dipolar (orientational) polarizability Įd arises in the presence of molecular 
groups containing atoms with different electronegativity. If these molecules 
are independent, they easily align in the applied electric field. Therefore, this 
mechanism is important mostly for liquids due to the weak physical bonds 
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between the molecules. However, polarization may also arise from rotation 
of side polar groups and can be observed in some polymers, such as, 
poly(vinylchloride) and poly(vinilydene fluoride). 
d) Hyperelectronic (nomadic) polarization Įʌ appears in ʌ-conjugated 
molecules and show displacement over the extended regions that are limited 
just by the size of the molecule. Such a mechanism is typical for some 
organic solids and is valid for low frequencies. 
e) Interfacial polarizability Įi. In contrast to the previous mechanisms, it is not 
a molecular phenomenon and occurs at the interface of microscopic 
boundaries where the charges are built up. The charge is accumulated and 
can move through the material in electric field showing the increase in 
conductivity. 
However, Clausius-Mosotti equation is valid for static fields and takes into account 
only distortional polarization mechanisms (a and b) thus being applicable only for gases 
having no permanent dipoles. Equation (2.9) was later modified by Debye, Fröhlich, 
Onsager, Kirkwood and other scientists with added effects of orientational polarization 
and local field. Modern polarization theories developed for polymers should also 
include all intra- and intermolecular interactions of the chains that lead to overloaded 
formulas and long computations, and cannot be generalised. [18] Therefore, they will 
stay outside the scope of this work.  
Each of polarizability mechanisms contributes to the dielectric constant and their 
related characteristic relaxation frequencies, as shown in Figure 2.2.  
In case of static electric fields (DC) and alternating electric fields (AC) with low 
frequency, total polarizability of material is the sum of the involved polarization 
mechanisms. Molecular mechanisms depend on the displacement of charges bound to 
atoms or molecules. They are acting similarly in the material bulk and have the same 
value for the same materials. However, interfacial polarizability depends a lot on 
inhomogeneities and defects within the material. Hence, Įi will be different in different 
areas of the same material. Finally, Maxwell-Wagner polarization is can arise only in 
heterogeneous systems like polymer blends or composite materials. [13;15] Moreover, 
thermal motion affects dielectric polarizability by distortion of aligned dipoles. Thus, 
dielectric permittivity of a system with dominant orientational polarization is also 
dependent on temperature [19].  
In case of AC with certain frequency f, the effect of certain mechanisms will be 
excluded from the total, if f is higher than characteristic relaxation frequency of the 
mechanism. Relaxation phenomena will be discussed in more details in further chapters. 
Polarization induced in normal dielectric materials is small, with İ’ less than 100, but 
some crystals with asymmetric structure can be largely polarized in the applied electric 
field [20]. 
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Figure 2.2. Dependence of the dielectric constant and polarization mechanisms on 
frequency [14] . 
According to [17;21], molecular polarization can be determined by only two major 
mechanisms: distortional and orientational polarization. The change of electric charge 
distribution in a molecule including induced dipoles under applied electric field belongs 
to distortional polarisation, while orientational polarization is related only to permanent 
dipoles. Permanent dipoles exist in the absence of an electric field, and they rotate to the 
direction of the applied electric field. As already mentioned above, such dipoles will 
never completely align with the field because of thermal agitation. Thus, total molecular 
polarizability equals to the sum of distortional polarizability and the contribution from 
rotation of permanent dipoles that is proximately ȝ2/(3kBT), where ȝ – is permanent 
dipole moment of the molecule (expressed in debye units D; 1 D = 3.33564×10-30 C m), 
kB – Boltzmann constant and T – absolute temperature.   
2.1.3. Complex relative permittivity and dielectric loss 
If we consider an ideal dielectric parallel-plate capacitor, like the one in Figure 2.1b, 
the current in the external circuit leads applied voltage by 90Û and no component of the 
current is in phase with V. In alternating fields dielectric response of the real material 
depends on the frequency. [15]  
As it was mentioned earlier in Chapter 2.1.2, interfacial polarization mechanism 
leads to increase in charge flow within the material meaning that angle between current 
and voltage phasor will be (90Ûį). In that case stronger polarization means more 
pronounced phase lag. Moreover, part of the energy is dissipated and transferred, for 
instance, into heat build-up. It is referred to as dielectric loss (İƍƍ), while relative 
dielectric permittivity İƍ represents the energy stored in cycle. Phase lag į is also known 
as the loss angle. As seen from Figure 2.3b, the loss angle can be expressed by 
dissipation factor showing how much energy was lost in a cycle compared to the energy 
stored [13]: 
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tan ߜ = ఌᇱᇱ
ఌᇱ
  (2.10) 
 
Figure 2.3. AC losses in dielectric material: a) circuit diagram; b) phasor current [13].  
Therefore, actual permittivity of the material is a complex parameter: 
ߝ(߱) ൌ ߝכ ൌ ߝᇱ െ ݅ߝԢԢ (2.11) 
where Ȧ=2ʌf – is frequency of the alternating field. Real and imaginary components 
are important for the study of relaxation processes. [13] Relative permittivity of material 
depends on its chemical composition and structure, while loss factor is also influenced 
by the peculiarities of molecular motion and purity of the polymer [21]. 
2.1.4. Dielectric relaxation 
Dielectric relaxation processes are similar to the mechanical ones, and dielectric 
relaxation model is analogue to mechanical model with Voigt–Kelvin element in series 
with a spring [17]. For chemists, dielectric relaxation corresponds to molecular 
dynamics when viewed as the temperature dependence of the permittivity and loss 
factor and their frequency dependence at a constant temperature. Such measurements 
are also used to observe the progress of chemical reactions, if dipoles are being created 
or lost in those. [22] Dielectric relaxation curves for polar polymer are shown in Figure 
2.4.  
When loss factor is plotted against the temperature at constant frequency, it is 
possible to distinguish different processes denoted by Greek letters Į, ȕ, Ȗ, etc. For 
example, Į-processes are more pronounced and seen at temperatures above the glass 
transition temperature Tg, while other processes are below Tg. Generally, Į-peaks are 
narrower than others and are related to the segmental dynamics (rotation) under applied 
electric field. Finally, ȕ-peaks and others can almost be flat. Processes of ȕ and Ȗ 
relaxation are related only to the motion of side-groups and some small elements of 
polymer chains (for example, several CH2-  or  CF2- groups in polyvinylchloride) 
respectively. Possibly, “crankshaft”-like motion of linear hydrocarbon chain is 
responsible for Ȗ-relaxations. Finally, additional relaxation peak above Tg can be related 
to the Maxwell-Wagner polarization in composite materials, but if only both relative 
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dielectric permittivities and volume conductivities of the materials are much different 
thus leading to an accumulation of charge between media. [21;22]  
 
Figure 2.4. Dependence of low-frequency dielectric permittivity (a) and dielectric loss 
(b) on temperature [21]. 
Material’s response to the applied electric field consists of at least two steps: 
instantaneous and time-dependent. Instantaneous step occurs at very high frequencies or 
very short times and is associated with the atomic and electronic displacements in the 
dielectric material. [23] Dipoles in the dielectric material do not align instantaneously 
with the applied electric field and can be characterized by a time Ĳ required for the 
alignment.  Each polarization mechanism has its own relaxation time, that is 
ĲeĲaĲdĲʌĲi. [15] In general, deformation polarization requires about 10-13-10-14 s to 
settle down, but relaxation time of orientational constituent of polarization is dependent 
on temperature, shape and form of molecules or other elements forming permanent 
dipoles in the material, molecular interactions, etc. [21] This so-called relaxation or 
respond time affects dynamic performance of dielectrics [14]. 
If material has only one relaxation time, complex relative permittivity İ* quantifies 
its response to the AC induced field and can be expressed by Debye formula [23]: 
ߝכ(߱) = ߝஶ + ఌೞିఌಮଵା௜ఠఛ , from where ቐ ߝᇱ(߱) = ߝλ + ߝݏെߝλ1+߱2߬2ߝᇱԢ(߱) = ߝλ + (ߝݏെߝλ)߱߬1+߱2߬2  (2.12) 
where ߝஶis high frequency (unrelaxed) permittivity and İs is static (relaxed) 
permittivity. According to this model, the loss spectrum is symmetric and ideal, while 
the real loss peak is often broad and asymmetric, which is not always true. Therefore, 
some improvements to the theory were developed by Cole and Cole (C-C), Cole and 
Davidson (C-D), Havriliak and Negami (H-N). Among those, H-N equation describes 
relaxation processes more fully than others and can be transformed into Debye (2.12), 
C-C and C-D formulas for certain values of fitting parameters a and b [23]: 
ߝכ(߱) = ߝஶ + ఌೞିఌಮ[ଵା(௜ఠఛ)ೌ]್  (2.13) 
Relaxation time Ĳ is dependent on the temperature T based on equation:߬ = ߬଴݁ ೆೃ೅, 
where U – activation energy, R – universal gas constant. For more detailed relaxation 
analysis, it can be applied to the formula (2.13). [21] 
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Real polymeric dielectrics commonly have multiple relaxation times because of 
different relaxation velocities in different parts of molecular chains and different 
possible relaxation mechanisms. Moreover, long-chain structure and intermolecular 
interactions contribute to the appearance of relaxation time spectra. Leaving major part 
of relaxation theory of dielectrics off the scope of the current work, it is worth 
mentioning some of its consequences:  at very low temperatures (or very high 
frequencies) dielectric permittivity and loss factor are expected to be reduced, and at 
very low frequencies (or high temperatures) relative permittivity increases. [21] 
2.1.5. Dielectric strength and dielectric breakdown 
Dielectric (electrical) breakdown is a destruction of a material as the result of subjecting 
it to an electric field. It generally depends on the local electric stresses within the 
dielectric material. However, premature failure often occurs before the intrinsic 
dielectric breakdown. Possible causes include thermal breakdown, mechanical failure 
due to the electrostatic forces, discharges, effect of electrode type, etc. Thermal 
breakdown ultimately happens due to thermal instability generally caused by joule 
heating. Joule heating is continuously generated inside the dielectric material mainly as 
the result of electrical conduction and polarization. It is said that series of short-time 
application of high electric fields remove ionic impurities and other charge carriers from 
dielectrics thus improving its insulation and breakdown properties. [15;24] In practice, 
dielectric strength of the material is calculated according to the equation that takes into 
account any failure of the material subjected to an electric field regardless of its nature: 
ܧ௕௥௘௔௞ = ௏್ೝ೐ೌೖௗబ   (2.14) 
where Vbreak is the breakdown voltage and d0 is the initial thickness of the sample. 
Generally, dielectric strength of the material can be roughly estimated by assuming that 
elastomer is fully homogenous and purely elastic at low strains. According to this 
simple model, dielectric strength of the material is [12]: 
ܧ௕௥௘௔௞ ؆ 0.6ට ௒ଶఌబఌᇱ  (2.15) 
where Y is Young’s modulus of the material. Such an idealized model surprisingly 
fits to the major experimental data and can be applied to estimate the breakdown field 
for the random (unstructured) composites. Dielectric breakdown strength is known to 
increase with increasing strain, and decrease with increasing the concentration of 
inclusions (filler, acid absorber, plasticizer, etc.). [4] Reduction of breakdown field is 
often related to the reduced resistivity of composite containing small plasticizer 
molecules leading to a larger leakage current [25]. 
Decrease in dielectric strength is typical problem for random composites, meaning 
that higher values of dielectric constant normally correlate with lowered values of 
breakdown electric field. However, this drawback can be neglected if increase in 
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actuation performance is obtained for low-voltage applications. Supported by numerous 
experimental evidences, this reduction of breakdown strength can be explained by 
Maxwell-Wagner interfacial polarization phenomena, when the losses increase. [12]  
However, these simple equations (2.14-2.15) cannot be applied for pre-strained 
electrically-actuated polymers. It is known, that breakdown voltage decreases with 
increased pre-stretching [26]. Equation (2.16) and experimental setup shown in Figure 
2.5 suggested by Kollosche and Kofod [27] is more suitable for testing DEAs. During 
the experiment, a spherical electrode with radius of curvature R is pushed into soft 
elastomer (Y=156-320 kPa) with a force FL, while the initial thickness of the sample is 
d0. The proposed model includes the effects of load, boundary conditions and 
mechanical stresses: 
ிಽ
ଶగோௗబ(ଵିఒ)మ െ ఌೝఌబఒయ ቀ௏್ೝ೐ೌೖௗబ ቁଶ ൌ െ ௒ଷ ቀʹߣ െ ଵఒమቁ  (2.16) 
where Ȝ is a deformation ratio. From this equation critical stretch at breakdown Ȝbreak 
can be derived. 
 
Figure 2.5. Possible scheme of experiment for breakdown strength determination [13]. 
2.1.6. Actuation 
Actuation is an action of bringing a static body into motion. In case of electrical 
actuation of elastomers, dielectric elastomer actuator is a device utilizing material that 
deforms in response to applied electric field. DEAs are also known as deformable 
capacitors or electrically stretchable devices. When voltage is applied, actuator surface 
area increases with decreased thickness. After electric field is removed, actuator restores 
its original dimensions. [2]  
Basic operation principle of DEA shown in Figure 2.6 is the same as of two-plate 
capacitor. Such actuator is made of thin dielectric elastomer with compliant electrodes 
on its both sides. Carbon or silver grease electrodes are more frequently used, although 
it is possible to utilize silver and gold paint, copper, CNTs [28;29], printed Ag-CNTs  
[30], CNT-rubber gels [31] and many others described in [32].  Moreover, conductive 
elastomers [33] and even thin metallic films [34] can be used for such purposes. [3] 
When the voltage is applied, charge is built up on the electrodes. The attraction of 
opposite charges “presses” the elastomeric film in thickness direction. As the material is 
not compressible, the film area increases simultaneously facilitated by the repulsion of 
same charges. As the film thickness decreases, electrical energy E is converted into 
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mechanical energy in the form of electrostatic pressure across the material given by the 
Maxwell pressure (ı) equation [14]:  
ߪ ൌ ߝԢ ή ߝ଴ ή ܧ
ଶ (2.17) 
 
Figure 2.6. Operational principles of DEAs [2]. 
Electrical energy can be expressed by applied voltage and distance between 
electrodes E=V/d. Therefore, from equation (2.17) we get final expression for the 
Maxwell pressure: 
ߪ ൌ ߝԢ ή ߝ଴ ή (௏ௗ)ଶ (2.18) 
Maxwell pressure can be used to obtain compressional strain in thickness direction 
(sz) that also depends on the elastic modulus of the material (Y): 
ݏ௭ =  െ ఙ௒ (2.19) 
Planar strain can be estimated by the following equation [35]: 
ݏ௣ = ଵଵା௦೥ െ 1 = ఌᇲఌబாమ௒ିఌᇲఌబாమ  (2.20) 
Maxwell model is frequently used in literature related to dielectric elastomer 
actuators. However, Maxwell pressure theory is valid only for ideal dielectric 
elastomers meaning that its behaviour is liquid-like and not affected by deformation. 
[26] It is known, that elastomers show such behaviour when their polarizable groups 
have little restrictions in motion that is achievable at low crosslink densities and/or 
small deformations [36].  
Non-linear field theory and electromechanical coupling for dielectrics proves the 
validity of Maxwell pressure equation for the cases mentioned above and aims to 
explain actuation phenomena in more details [37]. But in experiments DEAs sometimes 
show poorer actuation properties than ones calculated based on Maxwell pressure 
theory [38]. This can be explained by planar actuation strain being often† limited by 
                                                           
† For some materials, dielectric breakdown occurs before actuator enters the instability region. 
Moreover, some of the elastomers are able to survive the instability and reach the stable state. 
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arising electromechanical instability (EMI). Also known as pull-in instability, it leads to 
unequal reduction of thickness of elastomeric film after certain increase in electric field. 
Thus, some parts of the film suffer a significant reduction of thickness that in most 
cases lead to a breakdown. Numerical model for the process is recently available. 
[36;39]  
Nevertheless, Maxwell pressure model is still often used in order to estimate 
actuator behaviour of the material at the early development stage. Regardless of the 
actuation model, certain requirements are imposed upon material properties in order to 
obtain DEAs with good functionality: large actuation strain, low applied voltage, high 
energy density, good efficiency and high response speed. Moreover, light and 
inexpensive would be preferable from economical viewpoint. [3;38;40] Finally, most of 
the current DEAs require pre-straining in order to show suitable performance thus 
having limitations and complications related to the design of actuator. Thus, high 
performance materials without pre-strain could be beneficial. [41] 
2.2. Dielectric elastomers 
Elastomers are polymers that have high degree of flexibility and low modulus after 
being crosslinked, and are capable of significant and reversible deformations under 
applied mechanical stress [42]. Elastomers are generally dielectrics with dielectric 
constant ranging from about 2 to 25 [43;44]. Crosslinked elastomers, alone or together 
with other compounding ingredients, are referred to as rubbers. Rubbers more 
frequently studied for DEA applications include silicone (PDMS), polyacrylate and 
polyurethane [3]. Moreover, some research has been conducted on DEAs utilizing 
acrylonitrile-butadiene rubber (NBR) [45], natural rubber (NR) [46], chloroprene (CR) 
[47], ethylene-propylene-diene (EPDM) [48;49], fluorinated rubbers [43] and polyester-
based elastomer [35;50]. Dielectric chloroprene rubber is stated to have a number of 
advantages including high dielectric constants, good electrical properties, high chemical 
resistance, low modulus 1-3 MPa and comparably easy processing [47]. NR is believed 
to have future in DEA application, for example, when filled with alumina and 
crosslinked with dicumyl peroxide [46].  
Thermoplastic elastomers, for example, polypropylene oxide (PPO, İ’=5.6 at 100 
Hz) [51], styrene-isorpene (SIS) block copolymer with İ’=2 [52] and polystyrene-b-
poly(ethylene-co-butylene)-b-polystyrene (SEBS, İ’=2.3 at 100 Hz) [13;53] are also 
capable of electrically induced recoverable deformations. Thermoplastic elastomers 
(TPE) are obviously suitable actuator materials allowing the adjustment of mechanical 
and dielectric properties by varying their composition. For instance, the properties of 
TPE can be controlled by changing the ratio of the monomers and the lengths of their 
hard and soft segments. [13] Bio-based elastomers, like poly(1,4-butanediol/1,3-
propanediol/sebacate/succinate/itaconate) (PBPSSI) with very low elastic modulus have 
good actuation performance [35].  
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Finally, grafting high-İ groups and oligomers to the elastomeric chain is also 
promising way of adjusting dielectric properties of actuator materials. Acrylic elastomer 
ACM-g-copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) with very high dielectric constant (İ’=303 at 100 
Hz) was synthesised by Liu et al. [54] by graphting CuPc oligomer onto the backbone 
of acrylic rubber. Such polymer was beneficial over same physically blended 
composite, for example, by the size of CuPc particles. Some dielectric and mechanical 
properties of these and other elastomers are presented in Table 2.1.  
Table 2.1. Dielectric and mechanical properties of some elastomers [43]. 
 
As reported, acrylic and silicone elastomers are beneficial in actuator performance 
when compared to other elastomers. Acrylic rubber applied in DEAs is typically a 
commercial uncured double-sided adhesive tape with a thickness of 1 mm. This type of 
material shows high strain, Maxwell pressure and energy density, while silicones 
provide better thermal stability and are more efficient due to higher response speed. In 
addition, unlike acrylic elastomer silicone-based actuator is time history independent. 
[4;5;55] The time history dependence means that behaviour of the material depends on 
strain history, for instance, when radial strain increases with increased number of 
actuation cycles [56]. The reduced response time of silicones is related to lower 
viscosity of the material. Furthermore, pre-straining plays an important role in this 
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phenomenon for all elastomer types due to the reduction in elastic modulus and is 
believed to reduce arising EMI. Generally, silicone is beneficial material for low-strain 
(<10%) applications, while acrylic actuator is better for higher strains. [55;57] 
Acrylic rubber is a well-studied polymer that already showed good actuation 
performance. Its dielectric constant is about 4.7 at 1 kHz with Young’s modulus of 1-2 
MPa and elongation at break up to 600% [58]. Nevertheless, most of the experiments 
were conducted with commercial adhesive tape VHB 4910 by 3M, and just few studies 
involved preparation of polyacrylate composition and its vulcanization. Epichlorohydrin 
rubber is known for its high polarity and thus relatively high dielectric constant, and 
presence of polyethylene oxide groups in terpolymer that can even make such polymer 
conductive [59]. However, polyepichlorohydrin rubber has not been applied in DEAs 
yet.  
Due to the reasons discussed above, several grades of acrylic and 
polyepichlorohydrin elastomers were chosen for the current work. Although polar NBR 
and carboxylated nitrile rubber (XNBR) are expected to have properties suitable for 
high-performance actuator material, they will not be included into the scope of this 
work. 
2.2.1. Effect of crosslinking on properties of elastomer 
Adjusting the crosslink density in rubber allows tuning its mechanical and electrical 
properties. The degree of crosslinking affects the mechanical properties of elastomers 
including elastic modulus, elongation at break, tensile strength and others shown in 
Figure 2.7. [25] The rough estimation of the effect of crosslink density on elastic 
modulus can be expressed by formula [35]: 
ܻ = 3ܰԢ݇஻ܶ (2.21) 
where 1ƍ is crosslink density. Thus, lower elastic modulus can be obtained by 
reducing the crosslink density of the vulcanizate. However, tensile strength and 
resilience of the material will be negatively affected. These properties are important for 
performance and life-time of the future actuator and need to be maintained at suitable 
level.  
Crosslink density is known to be among the factors influencing both relative 
permittivity and loss factor of a compound. For the temperatures above Tg, both 
properties will decrease with increase in crosslink density that can be related to better-
ordered molecular system. That effect can be seen in PDMS [61], although some 
researchers [4] mention that change in crosslink density has no significant effect on 
dielectric constant of material. However, in some cases increased amount of crosslinks 
negatively affect interaction of neighbouring polymer chains thus increasing İƍ and İƍƍ. 
[21]  
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Figure 2.7. Effect of crosslink density on the mechanical properties of vulcanizate [60]. 
2.2.2. Acrylic rubber (ACM) 
Acrylic rubber (polyacrylate elastomer, ACM) belongs to a class of polar speciality 
rubbers showing very good oil- and heat-resistance. Two major types of ACM are 
available, namely, conventional and ethylene/acrylic ACMs. Conventional acrylic 
rubbers include alkyl (ethyl acrylate, butyl acrylate) and alkoxy (methoxy ethyl acrylate, 
ethoxy ethyl acrylate) polyacrylates, while ethylene/acrylic rubber is presented by the 
co-polymer of ethylene and methyl acrylate. [62-64]  
Properties of acrylic elastomers depend a lot on a number of carbon atoms in a side-
chain: lager the number (up to 10) means lower Tg of the polymer, but worse oil-
resistance. The latter property improves when one carbon atom is replaced by oxygen. 
Higher is the polarity of the side-chain, better is the heat and oil-resistance of polymer, 
but in this case low temperature flexibility decreases a lot.  [42] Dielectric properties of 
acrylic, like of any other rubbers depend on the chemical structure and its polarity, exact 
composition of the compound, presence of plasticizers and softeners, and many other 
aspects. Being most studied and reported in multiple articles, acrylic 1 mm thick 
adhesive tape VHB 4910 produced by 3M company can be used as a reference with 
İƍ=4.2 - 4.8 at 1kHz [3;52;65], although some researcher report higher value İƍ = 7 [44].  
Generally, as the saturated polymer backbone does not allow conventional 
crosslinking, acrylic elastomers are not homopolymers, but contain a small percentage 
(1–5%) of reactive side-chains. These cure-sites can be chlorine- (2-chroloethyl vinyl 
ether, vinyl chloroacetate), carboxyl- groups, combination of those, or epoxy-group 
containing side-chains. [63] Chemical structures of ACM elastomers and possible cure-
sites are presented in Figure 2.8. Polymers with dual cure sites are cure faster, and 
reduce the need to post-cure [64].  
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a) 
 
b) 
 
Figure 2.8. Chemical structures of a) AMC rubber and b) available cure sites [66]. 
The chlorine and mixed type ACM cure systems may include soap/sulphur, 
soap/amine, lead/thiourea, activated thiols, polyamines, diamines, and many others [63]. 
Among those systems, metal soap (metal stearate)/ sulphur combination in 10 : 1 ratio is 
widely used, with potassium stearate being more active than sodium stearate [62]. When 
comparing elastomers with chlorine and dual cure-sites, soap/sulphur curing system is 
more recommended for chlorine/carboxyl cure-site ACMs. It is stated that when used 
with acrylic rubber containing only chlorine groups, such system gives just moderate 
shelf stability and slow cure rates. [66] Soap is mentioned to have a function of curing 
agent, while elemental sulphur, or sulphur donor, like tetramethylthiuram disulphide, 
being an activator [62;64].  Moreover, Wootthikanokkhan et al. [67] mentioned that 
sodium stearate serves as acceptor of the released chlorine; polysulphide vulcanization 
bonds are formed. In other source [68], it is stated that metal stearate performs as a 
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polymer soluble base. However, none of the sources elucidated vulcanization 
mechanism.As most of the curing systems used with ACMs are basic in nature, 
vulcanization can be accelerated by bases and retarded by acids. Stearic acid, for 
example, can be not only a retarder, but a processing aid. Post-cure is recommended for 
most of the ACM grades. [62;63] 
2.2.3. Epichlorohydrin rubber (CO, ECO, GECO) 
Epichlorohydrin rubbers are presented by homo- co- and ter- polymers in a large variety 
of grades. The classes of epichlorohydrin elastomers and abbreviations of their 
repeating units are shown in Table 2.2, while the chemical structures are presented in . 
Generally, epichlorohydrin elastomers possess a good balance of certain properties from 
NR, NBR, ACM and CR rubbers, including oil-, heat- and ozone-resistance, excellent 
low-temperature properties, vibration damping and low gas permeability. Most of these 
properties owe to the saturated backbone of epichlorohydrin elastomers, but presence of 
chlorine side-groups is responsible for reduced permeability. 
 
Figure 2.9. Chemical structures of epichlorohydrin elastomers [69]. 
Homopolymers of epichlorohydrin have great gas and solvent permeation resistance 
[63]. Addition of allyl glycidyl group is known to improve high temperature resistance 
and enlarge the range of suitable curatives. Presence of ethylene oxide groups improves 
side-chain mobility and, therefore, is responsible for enhanced low-temperature 
flexibility and good ageing resistance. Finally, terpolymer combines the benefits of co-
polymers, and is known for its fair electrical conductivity. [69] Conductivity of 
commercial ter-polymers can reach maximum of 1.1×10-9 S/cm depending on 
polyethylene oxide content (up to 56 mol %), while conductivity of homopolymer is 
about 5×10-12 S/cm [59].  
As mentioned in literature [62;69], CO and ECO elastomers were originally cured 
with systems containing lead oxide. However, non-lead systems are available now, such 
as, triazine, thiadiazole, and bis-phenol based curatives. In comparison to CO and ECO 
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types, which are fully saturated, GCO and GECO elastomers have unsaturation in side-
chain (allyl), and can be cured by sulphur, peroxide or other curing systems.  
Table 2.2. Designations of epichlorohydrin rubbers. 
Type Abbreviation Repeating unit(s) 
Homopolymer CO Epichlorohydrin (ECH) 
Co-polymer GCO Epichlorohydrin/allyl glycidyl ether (ECH/AGE) 
ECO Epichlorohydrin/ethylene oxide (ECH/EO) 
Terpolymer GECO Epichlorohydrin/ethylene oxide/allyl glycidyl ether 
(ECH/EO/AGE) 
Being chlorine-containing elastomer, epichlorohydrin rubber requires an acid 
acceptor to bind free chlorine atoms released during vulcanization. For triazine 
curatives, precipitated calcium carbonate, sometimes combined with magnesium oxide, 
is conventionally used, while peroxide systems utilize calcium oxide with potassium 
stearate. Antioxidant can be used in order to improve ageing resistance. [69] 
2.3. Dielectric composite materials 
DEAs, like most of EAPs, require a high operating voltage (up to 10 kV for 10-100 µm 
thick films meaning up to ~100kV/mm) that limits possible commercial applications of 
such actuators. Therefore, acting electric field needs to be reduced. From the Maxwell 
pressure equations (2.18-2.19), discussed in Chapter 2.1.6, it is clear that voltage 
reduction can be obtained by increasing dielectric constant and reducing elastic modulus 
of dielectric elastomer.  
Dielectric constant of the material may be increased by incorporation of fillers with 
high dielectric constant, or by polymer modification. However, neither incorporation of 
high-İƍ fillers nor introduction of polar functional groups along the polymer backbone 
that generally increase the overall dielectric constant does not necessarily lead to the 
improvement of actuation properties of the composite. Accompanying changes in elastic 
modulus (due, for instance, to the method or extent of crosslinking) and chain 
entanglement, as well as specific inter- and intra-molecular interactions, may negatively 
affect the respond of the polymer to electrical stimulation. [5] 
As mentioned previously in Chapter 2.2, pure elastomers have too low dielectric 
constant for superior actuation performance that limits their possible commercial 
applications. Therefore, DEAs are often composite materials, where high-İƍ dielectric, 
ferroelectric or even highly conductive particles (conductive carbon blacks, carbon 
nanotubes, polyaniline, polythiophene and others in concentrations below percolation 
threshold) are distributed in the elastomeric matrix. Although conductive fillers increase 
dielectric permittivity of the composite at concentrations close to percolation threshold, 
dielectric losses also increase and breakdown strength of the material decreases 
significantly. [35] According to the classification given by Carpi and co-authors [12], 
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methods of increasing dielectric permittivity of elastomers may be divided into creation 
of random composite, field-structured composite, and novel synthetic polymer. The 
current work is dealing only with the first group of methods.   
2.3.1. Dielectric composite mixing rules 
Several theoretical approaches are available for the estimation of the dielectric constant 
of dielectric composite material under the name “dielectric composite mixing rules”. In 
this part, only mixing rules for spherical particles will be discussed. Classical mixing 
rules consider isotropic matrix with permittivity İm and volume fraction vm filled with 
particles of permittivity İf and volume fraction vf =1-  vm. It is assumed that both 
components have no dielectric losses in the described frequency region. Some models 
have equations for the effective permittivity at high frequencies (ߝஶ) that take into 
account arising Maxwell-Wagner relaxation. [12;13] 
In general, the permittivity of the obtained composite lies between extremes İc,min 
and İc,max that are obtained from equivalent series connection and parallel circuit 
respectively: 
ߝ௖,௠௜௡ = ఌ೘ఌ೑ఌ೘௩೑ାఌ೑௩೘  (2.22a) 
ߝ௖,௠௔௫ = ߝ௠ݒ௠ + ߝ௙ݒ௙  (2.22b) 
Intermediate form was proposed by Lichtenecker in logarithmic form: ln ߝ௖ = ݒ௠ ln ߝ௠ + ݒ௙ ln ߝ௙ (2.23) 
At filler volume fraction lower than 0.1, the consideration is made that electric 
potential arises from a distribution of filler in dielectric matrix and from distribution of 
the hypothetical larger spheres with dielectric constant İc in the same matrix. Sillars 
(also known as Landau-Lifshitz) mixing rule is obtained by equating these 
considerations: 
ߝ௖ = ߝ௠ ൤1 + ଷ௩೑൫ఌ೑ିఌ೘൯ଶఌ೘ାఌ೑ ൨  (2.24) 
The above equation is valid only if matrix has much lower electrical resistivity than 
the filler particles. Such restriction is avoided in more accurate Maxwell-Garnett 
equation ߝ௖ = ߝ௠ ൤1 + ଷ௩೑൫ఌ೑ିఌ೘൯൫ଵି௩೑൯൫ఌ೑ିఌ೘൯ାଷఌ೘൨ or the equivalent Maxwell-Wagner 
(also known as Rayleigh, Lorentz-Lorenz or Kerner-Böttcher) formula: 
ఌ೎ିఌ೘
ఌ೎ାଶఌ೘
= ݒ௙ ఌ೑ିఌ೘ఌ೑ାଶఌ೘ (2.25) 
For a higher filler load (up to vf = 0.2) Wagner-Rayleigh theory can be applied: 
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ߝ௖ = ߝ௠ ଶఌ೘ାఌ೑ାଶ௩೑൫ఌ೑ିఌ೘൯ଶఌ೘ାఌ೑ି௩೑൫ఌ೑ିఌ೘൯   (2.26) 
Furthermore, Bruggeman’s equation is valid up to vf = 0.5 or for disorded systems 
on the stipulation that the dispersed particles do not form percolative paths:  
ఌ೑ିఌ೎
ఌ೎
భ/య = ൫ଵି௩೑൯൫ఌ೑ିఌ೘൯ఌ೘భ/య   (2.27) 
Jayasundere and Smith provided the following formula when taking into 
consideration polarization of the neighbouring filler particles: 
ߝ௖ = ఌ೘௩೘ାఌ೑௩೑ యഄ೘ቀమഄ೘శഄ೑ቁቈଵାଷ௩೑ ഄ೑షഄ೘మഄ೘శഄ೑቉
௩೘ା௩೑
యഄ೘
ቀమഄ೘శഄ೑ቁ
ቈଵାଷ௩೑
ഄ೑షഄ೘
మഄ೘శഄ೑
቉
  (2.28) 
Finally, Fricke proposed a pair of mixing rules for spheroids for the relaxed and 
unrelaxed permittivity: 
൞
ߝ௖,௦ = ߝ௠ + ଵଷ ݒ௙ σ ఙ೑ିఙ೘ൣఙ೘ା஺೔(ఙ೑ିఙ೘)൧௜ୀ௔,௕,௖ + ߪ௠σ ఙ೘ఌ೑ିఙ೑ఌ೘ൣఙ೘ା஺೔(ఙ೑ିఙ೘)൧మ௜ୀ௔,௕,௖
ߝ௖,ஶ = ߝ௠ ൜1 + ଵଷ ݒ௙ σ ఌ೑ିఌ೘ൣఌ೘ା஺೔(ఌ೑ିఌ೘)൧௜ୀ௔,௕,௖ ൠ (2.29) 
where Aa, Ab and Ac are depolarizing factors along the three axes, and ım and ıf are 
the conductivities of matrix and filler. At small filler loads there is no significant 
difference between the models, but they appear at vf over 0.1. For such loads, Sillars 
model tends to underestimate the effective permittivity, and Böttcher model on the 
contrary overestimates it. [12;70] 
2.3.2. Filler systems 
As was mentioned in Chapter 2.3, various fillers are used for increasing dielectric 
constants of rubbers. However, at the same time fillers usually decrease the breakdown 
strength of the material and lead to an increase in dielectric loss. [4] Moreover, 
inorganic filler particles tend to increase stiffness of composites [71]. Hence, it is 
important to choose suitable filler with high permittivity and limited drawbacks.  
According to Carpi et al. [12], various random composites were obtained by mixing 
elastomers with organic and inorganic fillers. Apart from dielectric oxides (titanium, 
tantalum) and ferroelectric ceramic particles, such as, barium titanate and lead 
magnesium niobate-lead titanate (PMN-PT), conductive inorganic particles (iron, 
copper, carbon black, carbon nanotubes, etc.) were applied. Some authors [72] report 
effective use of filler combination leading to increase in dielectric permittivity of 
PVDF-based composite from 39 (PVDF with barium titanate at 1kHz) to 325, after ȕ-
SiC is added. Dielectric constants of some high-İ’ inorganic fillers that are frequently 
used in DEAs are presented in Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3. Dielectric constants of some selected inorganic fillers. 
Filler İƍ Reference 
TiO2 80 [16] 
85 [73] 
90, 100 [15] 
99 [74] 
100 [9;75] 
up to 170‡ [76] 
Ta2O5 26 [16] 
10-27.6; 65; 75§ [77] 
90-110** [78] 
BaTiO3 100-2500 [79] 
1500 [15] 
2000-3000 [16] 
5000 [9] 
PbTiO3 (PT) 51-210 [75] 
Lead magnesium niobate (PMN) 4000 [61] 
22000 [80] 
PMN-PT 18000 [9] 
Calcium copper titanate (CCTO) Up to 50000 [81] 
 
Among the organic fillers, poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) [9;82], copper-coated 
phthalocyanine (both polymeric and oligomeric) [4;12], polyaniline [12], allyl-cyano 
fillers [83] and others are used for increasing dielectric constant of elastomeric 
materials. However, only some selected ceramic particles are included into the scope of 
the current work because of their availability and good overall properties. They will be 
discussed next in more details. 
2.3.2.1. Titanium dioxide 
Titanium dioxide (TiO2, TO, titania) is the first known dielectric material with high 
relative permittivity, about 100 [15;75]. TO is obtained from titanium containing ores, 
such as ilmenite, FeTiO3, and rutile minerals. It has relatively low cost and is 
conventionally used as white pigment [73], although some high-technology applications 
of titania in photocatalysis, collar cells, etc. are also known [84]. Furthermore, addition 
of titania into some polymeric compounds lead to some increase in elastic modulus 
[85].  
                                                          
‡ For rutile form in c-direction 
§ Depending on the frequency, temperature and type of tantalum pentoxide 
** For specially treated tantalum oxide thin films 
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Titania can exist in various crystalline forms occurring in nature, such as rutile, 
anatase and brookite, as well as high pressure structures – similar to those of columbite, 
baddeleyite, fluorite, pyrite and cotunnite [84]. However, the two widely applied 
structures are rutile (tetragonal lattice, a=b=4.584 Å, c=2.953 Å) and anatase (tetragonal 
lattice, a=b=3.782 Å, c=9.502 Å). Rutile is the stable form of titania, but anatase is 
metastable and transforms into rutile at elevated temperatures (500-900 ÛC). As 
presented in Figure 2.10, for both rutile and anatase, the basic cell is built of a titanium 
atom surrounded by six oxygen atoms that form distorted octahedron. For rutile and 
anatase octahedron stacking is different, but it equally results in threefold coordinated 
oxygen atoms. [86] Rutile is made-up from octahedrons connected by their edges, while 
in anatase the vertices of octahedrons are connected [13]. 
 
Figure 2.10. Unit cells of rutile and anatase; the bond lengths and angles of 
octahedrally coordinated Ti atoms are shown. On the right side the stacking of the 
octahedra is presented [86]. 
As was mentioned in Chapter 2.1.2, dielectric properties of the material depend a 
lot on its crystalline structure. This explains why rutile form of TO possesses a higher 
static dielectric constant (İs~110) than anatase form (İs ~30) having different octahedron 
stacking. [13] Octahedral structure of TiO2 closely resembles the structure of perovskite 
crystals, for instance, barium titanate (BaTiO3). In general, comparably high dielectric 
constant of titania is related to the presence of Ti atom in the material structure. When 
electric field is applied, titanium ion Ti4+ is displaced thus causing more distortion in the 
octahedral structure and enabling TiO2 to  be  polarized  (Figure 2.11). Due to this 
distortion TO shows anisotropic dielectric properties meaning that dielectric constant is 
higher along c-axis compared to a-axes. [16;76] Titania is non-ferroelectric material that 
means the induced polarization vanishes when the electric field is removed [16]. 
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Figure 2.11. Scheme of ionic displacement within barium titanate crystal leading to 
polarization in applied electric field [13]. 
Titanium oxide is capable of increasing dielectric constant of elastomeric matrix 
when properly dispersed. In case of highly polar polymer and nano-sized TO particles 
with high surface energy, dispersion without agglomeration is challenging. Therefore, 
real permittivity of such composites may be lower than predicted by theoretical models. 
Usually titania has some reinforcing effect on polymer networks, but at certain 
concentration TiO2 reduces the elastic modulus of composite material. [35] 
2.3.2.2. Barium titanate 
Barium titanate (BaTiO3, BT) is ferroelectric material with very high dielectric constant 
and low dielectric losses. It belongs to Perovckite-type minerals with major formula 
ABO3, where A and B are metal ions of different sizes and total charge +6. [20] BT is 
obtained from the fusion of titanic anhydride and barium carbonate. As filler for 
polymers, it is frequently used to provide low loss, stable dielectric properties and 
increase in overall dielectric constant of the composite. Polymeric materials containing 
BT show remarkable increase in insulative properties. [85] Dielectric constant of BT is 
increasing at higher temperatures because of thermal polarization [19]. Dielectric 
properties of BT in ferroelectric state are known to be dependent on grain size, 
production method and temperature [87]. Generally, smaller grain size leads to lower 
dielectric permittivity [88]. At about 130 ÛC BT undergoes phase transition into 
paraelectric state, and the grain size has no effect on dielectric properties anymore [89].  
The ionic motion is responsible for polarization of BT, when titanium ion is 
displaced within the oxygen “cage”, as was explained previously for titania. Structurally 
BT consists of a central Ba atom surrounded by titania octahedrons; the crystalline 
structure of BT is presented in Figure 2.12. [16] However, the unit cell of BT may also 
be presented by central Ti atom surrounded by O atoms forming octahedron placed 
inside the cage of Ba atoms. The structure of the unit cell is temperature dependent, as 
at certain temperature Tc (Curie temperature) it transforms to a more stable form. Within 
5 - 120 ÛC the unit cell of BT has tetragonal form. In order to obtain this shape from a 
cubic one, Ba and Ti ions are shifted upwards from their original position, but oxygen 
atoms move downwards. Such a shift distorts centroids of negative and positive charges 
thus enabling the spontaneous polarization of barium titanate. As BT is ferroelectric 
material, the induced polarization does not decay when the electric field is removed. 
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[20] Barium titanate [72;90;91] and its modifications [79] is frequently used for 
enhancing dielectric constant of polymeric materials. 
 
Figure 2.12. Schematic structure of barium titanate [15]. 
2.3.2.3. Tantalum pentoxide 
Tantalum pentoxide (Ta2O5, TP) is widely applied in electronics and other fields mainly 
as a thin film, therefore only little information about its bulk properties and structure is 
available. TP mainly exists in low-temperature ȕ-form, and high-temperature Į-form. 
[77] High pressure İ-Ta2O5 is also existent but will be left outside the scope of this work 
due to its complicated nature and irrelevant fields of application.  
Similarly to crystalline structure of titania, its high polarization is related to the 
atomic and ionic distortion upon the applied electric field. However, compared to Ti, Ta 
atom is heavier and tantalum oxide should have higher polarizability. Dielectric loss in 
high-temperature form, Į-TaO2, is more pronounced at elevated temperatures due to ion 
migration, while dissipation factor of ȕ-tantalum pentoxide increases a bit with 
temperature. [92]  
2.3.3. Plasticizers 
It has been proved by Zhao et al. [93] that incorporation of oil into the dielectric 
polymer matrix together with high dielectric constant fillers can improve the actuation 
performance at low electric field. This phenomenon is explained by uniform distribution 
of the oil between the polymer chain, and good polymer-oil compatibility resulting in 
the largely reduced Young’s modulus of the composite. Same observations were made 
by Hao et al. [94], as silicone oil also eased alignment if dielectric filler particles during 
curing with applied electric field. Some researches state that addition of oil (up to 40 
phr [61] or up to 80 phr [95]) into elastomeric matrix largely reduces dielectric constant 
of the obtained composite. However, addition of plasticizer reduced elastic modulus 
significantly resulting in higher İƍ/Y ratio thus improving actuation performance of the 
composites.  
Although the low elastic modulus usually means reduced breakdown strength of the 
material [4], experiments of Böse et al. [96] with fluorinated silicone and silicone oil 
showed that such system had no significant changes in electric strength, but resulted in 
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beneficially lower Young’s modulus. For DEAs lower stiffness of the material leads to 
a more sensitive strain response to the applied field [25].  
Transformer oils conventionally utilized as dielectric media in electrical 
transformers contain some polar groups, and should be compatible with polar 
elastomers as plasticizers. Low viscosity transformer oils behave more like nonpolar 
liquids in low frequency electric fields. [21] Moreover, such oils have stable properties 
and very low losses at low frequencies. However, dielectric properties of transformer 
oils depend a lot on content of polar and ionizing materials that cause dielectric losses. 
[15] Finally, polarizability and polarization mechanisms of liquid and solid dielectrics 
are different because of effect of molecular arrangements, regularity, movement 
restrictions and other factors [19;21].  
2.4.4. Alternative approach 
The approach presented previously in Chapter 2.3 aims to increase dielectric 
permittivity of rubbers by addition of high-İƍ ceramic particles and obtaining random 
elastomeric composites. However, many other perspective ways of increasing relative 
dielectric constant of materials exist in the area of dielectric random composites. 
Generally, they can be divided into three groups: addition of conductive particles 
(organic or inorganic), non-conductive particles with high İƍ, and mixture of fillers 
leading to synergy effect. 
The incorporation of conductive inorganic nanoparticle into elastomer matrices has 
been of interest, for example, addition of MWCNTs into styrene butadiene rubber [47]. 
Filling a dielectric elastomer with conductive polymeric particles is of great interest as 
well. For instance, effect of polypyrrole (PPy) particles incorporated in ACM 
copolymers, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) and 
poly(styrene-isoprene-styrene) (SIS) [97], as well as distribution of polystyrene–
isoprene core–shell nanoparticles into SBR matrix have been studied recently. 
Furthermore, PDMS has been blended with polyethylene glycol (PEG) in order to 
obtain material with higher dielectric constant and better actuation properties [98].  
Long chain amorphous polymers containing covalently bonded electro-negative 
atoms behave similarly to ferroelectric ceramics in the applied electric field, if they 
contain embedded crystalline regions. Such polymers can be applied as fillers in 
elastomeric matrix. [99] Finally, combination of fillers can be successfully used in so-
called tree-phase composites with significantly increased dielectric permittivity [72]. 
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3. Experimental 
Acrylic and epichlorohydrin rubber composites were fabricated and tested in the current 
work. Rubbers were filled with different types of powders with high dielectric constants 
in order to obtain material with enhanced relative permittivity. Plasticizing oils with 
comparably high dielectric constant were used in order to reduce Young’s modulus of 
materials. The effect of various concentrations of fillers and plasticizing oils was 
studied with respect to the changes in Young’s modulus below 5 % elongation, stress at 
100 % and 200 % elongation (M100 and M200), dielectric constant, loss factor and 
breakdown strength. Crosslink density was determined because of its contribution to the 
electromechanical properties of elastomeric composites. 
3.1. Materials 
Polyacrylic and epichlorohydrin rubbers produced by Zeon Chemicals L.P. company 
were used in the work. More details on the ACM elastomers and their properties 
obtained from [100] are presented in Table 3.1, while Table 3.2 provides characteristics 
of the utilized epichlorohydrin rubbers. 
Table 3.1. ACM grades and their properties. 
ACM  Cure-
site type  
Tg  
[°C]  
Mooney- 
Viscosity 
ML 1+4, 
100 °C 
Specific 
Gravity 
[g/cm3] 
Characteristics Curing 
system 
HyTemp® 
4051EP  
Chlorine/ 
Carboxyl 
– 18 35 – 47 1,10 injection 
moulding grade  
Soap/sulphur 
HyTemp® 
AR 715  
Chlorine – 24 27 – 39 1,10 extrusion grade  Soap/sulphur 
Other commercial grade materials used in the ACM compounds were sodium 
stearate, sulphur, and stearic acid. Acetone was used as dissolving agent for acrylic 
rubbers in solution casting methods.  
Table 3.2. Epichlorohydrin grades and their properties. 
Type  Chlorine 
content  
Tg  
[°C]  
Mooney- 
Viscosity 
ML 1+4, 
100 °C 
Specific 
Gravity 
[g/cm3] 
Structure and 
characteristics 
Curing 
system 
Hydrin® 
H-45 
36 – 48 40 – 50 1,37 Homopolymer Triazine 
Hydrin® 
T3108 
19 – 48 40 – 54 1,28 Terpolymer Sulphur  
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Compound materials for epichlorohydrin terpolymer were zinc oxide, stearic acid, 
N-cyclohexyl-2-benzothazolesulfenamide (CBS) or tetramethylthioram disulfide 
(TMTD), while in homopolymer compounds triazine and SUPER-PFLEX®100 
precipitated calcium carbonate were used. General information on the filler materials is 
provided in Table 3.3. 
Table 3.3. Fillers. 
Properties/Materials AEROXIDE® TiO2 P 25 Tantalum 
(V)Oxide  
Barium 
Titanate (IV) 
Manufacturer Evonik Industries Sigma-Aldrich Sigma-Aldrich 
Chemical formula TiO2 Ta2O5 BaTiO3 
Abbreviation TO TP BT 
Structure mixture of crystalline rutile 
and anatase phases 
- - 
Material type Fine powder Powder Powder 
Filler size   21 nm  < 250 ȝm < 2 ȝm 
Relative density 3.8 g/cm3 8.0 g/cm3 6.0 g/cm3 
Dielectric constant†† 80-100 26–110 100-5000 
Toxicity Category IV, possibly 
carcinogenic 
Category IV Category IV 
Surface 
modification 
no no no 
Finally, dielectric oils MIDEL® 7131 and Fomblin® Y applied in this work was 
provided by M&I Materials Ltd and Sigma-Aldrich respectively. Their general 
information is shown in Table 3.4 according to the information provided by the 
manufacturer and CAS No. search.  
Table 3.4. Dielectric oils. 
 MIDEL® 7131 Fomblin® Y 
Chemical 
name 
fatty acids, linear and branched 
C5-10, mixed esters with 
pentaerythritol 
oxidized and polymerized 1,1,2,3,3,3-
hexafluoropropene 
Structure 
[101] [102] 
Relative 
density 
0.97 g/cm3 1.89 g/cm3 
Dielectric 
constant 
3.2 1.8-2 
                                                          
†† Average for the material in general according to the information of various sources. See Chapter 2.3.2 
for more details. 
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3.2. Preparation of elastomeric thin films 
Two different fabrication methods were employed in the current work – solution casting 
and mixing in internal mixer or on mill. First method allows obtaining higher purity of 
the composites and use of small batches, while mixing is faster and easy to scale-up for 
industrial production. Moreover, mixing require no additional chemicals (solvents). 
Solution casting was employed only for ACM elastomers, neat and filled with ceramic 
particles. 
3.2.1. Solution casting 
ACM films were prepared by solution casting method according to the formulations 
given in Table 3.5 and Table 3.6. In order to achieve adequate solution homogeneity, 
two dissolution techniques were suggested as one of the steps of solution casting 
method: mixing by magnetic stirrer or magnetic stirring assisted by ultrasonication. All 
dry materials were weighed in plastic weighing pots on a precision laboratory scales; 
acetone was measured in glassware. 
Table 3.5. ACM neat compound recipe. 
Component Content, phr‡‡ Example amount, g 
Dual cure-sites 
(4051EP) 
Chlorine cure-sites 
(AR715) 
ACM with dual 
cure-sites 
(mechanical mixing) 
ACM 100  100 6.55 
Sodium stearate 3  3 0.20 
Sulphur 0.3  0.3 0.02 
Stearic acid 0.5  - 0.03 
Total 103.8 103.3 6.8 
Dissolved in: 
Acetone - - 55 (+10) 
Table 3.6. Filler amounts. 
Filler   Amount, phr 
mechanical mixing sonication-assisted mechanical mixing 
Barium titanate 5 5, 10, 20 
Tantalum pentoxide - 5, 10, 20 
Titanium oxide - 5 
The fabrication scheme is shown in Table 3.7. First, rubber was dissolved in acetone 
by mixing with magnetic stirrer for an hour in closed vessel in order to reduce acetone 
evaporation rate. Gradual addition of elastomer into the mixing vessel leads to faster 
dissolution, as swelled rubber tends to form clumps meaning the reduction of ACM 
                                                          
‡‡ Per hundred parts of rubber 
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surface area, and gradual addition helps to avoid large clumps. In case of conventional 
mixing of neat elastomer compound, other recipe components were added directly to 
homogenous rubber solution and stirred for 25 minutes. In case of sonication-assisted 
mixing, the rest of recipe ingredients were added into a glass cup containing 20 mL of 
acetone and placed into ultrasonication bath (FinnSonic m03).   
Table 3.7. Sample fabrication order. 
Process Materials Time, min 
mechanical 
mixing 
sonication-
assisted 
mechanical 
mixing 
neat filled neat filled 
Dissolution Elastomer (ACM) 60 60 60 60 
Sonication  Filler in acetone - - - 20 
The rest of components - - 5 5 
Magnetic 
stirring  
The rest of components in acetone - 15 - - 
ACM solution and recipe 
components 
25 10 10 10 
Pouring into moulds 
Acetone evaporation 24 h 24 h 24 h 24 h 
Finally, the resulting solution was poured into the moulds with Teflon® coating (90 
mm in diameter), and loosely covered with lid in order to reduce acetone evaporation 
rate thus avoiding formation of bubbles in the film. However, vacuum (for instance, -0.5 
bar for 4 hours) can be applied successfully for the same purposes. Thickness of the 
samples can be controlled by the amount of solution poured into moulds. 
3.2.2. Mixing in internal mixer 
ACM, CO and GECO samples were compounded in laboratory scale measuring 
mixer (Brabender® W 50 driven by Brabender Plasti-Corder®). It has two roller blades 
(tangential rotors) and neat mixing chamber volume (NCV) of about 55 cm3. The 
recipes of the compounds are presented in Table 3.8 - Table 3.10.  
As the fill factor was experimentally set to 0.85, and density of the compound was 
varying due to different elastomer, filler and oil densities, the size of batch was 
estimated according to the formula from [60] p. 511:  
Batch weight (g) = NCV × fill factor × compound density  (3.1) 
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Table 3.8. ACM compound recipes. 
Component Function Amount, phr 
Chlorine cure-site 
(AR715) 
Dual cure-site 
(4051EP) 
ACM  Elastomer 100 100 100 100 
Sodium stearate Curative, chlorine 
acceptor 
3 3 3 3 
Sulphur Curative, activator 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
Stearic acid Retarder - - 0.5 0.5 
Fomblin® or 
MIDEL® oil 
Plasticizer 0/2/5 - 0/2/5 - 
TP or TO Filler - 5 - 10 
Table 3.9. GECO compound recipes. 
Component Function Amount, phr 
TMTD-accelerated CBS-
accelerated 
GECO (T3108) Elastomer 100 100 100 
Zinc oxide Activator, acid 
acceptor 
5 5 5 
Stearic acid Activator, process 
aid 
2 2 2 
TMTD Accelerator 1 1 - 
CBS Accelerator - - 1 
Sulphur Curative 1 1 1 
Fomblin® or 
MIDEL® oil 
Plasticizer 0/1/2/5/10/15 - - 
BT, or TP, or TO Filler - 5/10/15/20 - 
Table 3.10. CO compound recipe. 
Component Function Amount, phr 
CO (H45) Elastomer 100 100 
Calcium carbonate Acid acceptor 5 5 
Triazine Curative 1 1 
Fomblin® or MIDEL® oil Plasticizer 0/2/5 0.25§§ 
BT, or TP, or TO Filler - 5 
The oil-filled and reference neat rubber samples were compounded in a short-time 
single-pass mix. The mixing efficiency of filled elastomeric samples was not good 
enough to obtain proper filler distribution in a short cycle mixing that led to an extended 
mixing times. Due to the absence of the cooling system in the mixer, the time for single-
pass mixing of particle filled compounds was chosen so that significant temperature rise 
was avoided. The mixing orders are presented in Table 3.11.  
                                                          
§§ MIDEL® oil is added in order to ease processing and improve removal from the mixer, as this rubber 
compound tends to stick to the metal parts of the mixer 
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Table 3.11. Compounding order. 
Time Component Settings 
Neat and oil-filled ACM (4051EP and AR715) 
0 min elastomer 40 ÛC, 70 rpm 
1 min (oil) 70 rpm 
1 min 30 s retarder, curatives 70 rpm 
3 min 30 s dumping up to 65 ÛC 
Particle-filled ACM(4051EP) 
0 min elastomer 40 ÛC, 60 rpm 
1 min filler 70 rpm 
2 min 30 s curative 70 rpm 
4 min 30 s dumping up to 75 ÛC 
Particle-filled ACM(AR715) 
0 min elastomer 40 ÛC, 70 rpm 
1 min filler 70 rpm 
2 min 30 s curative 70 rpm 
3 min 30 s dumping up to 65 ÛC 
Neat and oil-filled GECO 
0 min elastomer 40 ÛC, 60 rpm 
1 min ZnO 60 rpm 
1 min 15 s stearic acid 60 rpm 
1 min 45 s (oil) 60 rpm 
3 min 30 s curative, accelerator 60 rpm 
 dumping up to 75 ÛC 
Particle-filled GECO 
0 min elastomer 40 ÛC, 60 rpm 
1 min ZnO 60 rpm 
1 min 15 s stearic acid, filler 60 rpm 
3 min curative, accelerator 60 rpm 
5 min  dumping up to 65 ÛC 
Neat and oil-filled CO 
0 min elastomer 40 ÛC, 60 rpm 
1 min CaCO3  
1 min 30 s (oil) 60 rpm 
1 min 45 s curative 60 rpm 
3 min 30 s dumping 60-70 ÛC 
Particle-filled CO 
0 min elastomer 40 ÛC, 60 rpm 
1 min CaCO3 60 rpm 
1 min 30 s filler, oil 60rpm 
3 min 45 s curative 60 rpm 
5 min 30 s dumping up to 65 ÛC 
3.2.3. Mixing on mill 
Samples were prepared in Leibniz Institute of Polymer Research in Dresden, Germany 
on a laboratory scale two-roll mixing mill according the formulation presented in Table 
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3.12. After mixing the elastomer, filler and oil was added on mill and then followed by 
the final addition of curatives. The reference sample was prepared on mill with neither 
oils nor fillers. 
Table 3.12. Recipe of ACM compound prepared on mill. 
Component Function Amount, phr 
Dual cure-site (4051EP) 
ACM  Elastomer 100 
Sodium stearate Curative, chlorine acceptor 3 
Sulphur Curative, activator 0.3 
Stearic acid Retarder 0.5 
Fomblin® or MIDEL® oil Plasticizer 0.25 
BT Filler 5/10/20 
3.3. Curing and determination of curing time 
Curing characteristics of rubbers were studied in Advanced Polymer Analyser (APA), 
APA2000 from Alpha Technologies. APA2000 is an oscillating parallel-plate rheometer 
constructed to measure dynamic mechanical properties of polymers before, during and 
after cure. It measures complex torque S* transmitted through the sample, and software 
separates its real part S’ that is used for drawing a curing curve. Time to a given per 
cent state-of-cure (x) is obtained for corresponding torque level calculated according to 
the formula: 
ݐ஼௫ ՜ 
௫
ଵ଴଴
(ܯு െܯ௅) ൅ܯ௅  (3.2) 
where MH – maximum torque, ML – minimum torque, while the example curing curve  
and tcx determination is shown in Figure 3.1. However, some curing times (e.g. tc90 and 
tc50) are calculated automatically in APA2000. The tests were carried out at the same 
day when the mixing was performed. The temperature profiles were set to 160 and 
175ÛC with the test time of 20 minutes. 
 
Figure 3.1. The example of curing curve and curing time determination [60]. 
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Most of synthetic rubbers show an equilibrium torque level MH, or plateau, while 
natural rubber usually show reversion after maximum torque level is attained. ACM 
elastomers commonly exhibit a “marching modulus”, when no maximum torque level is 
achieved. In such case tcx can be calculated based on MH for a certain time, or suitable 
curing time can be established after mechanical tests based on the required properties. 
[63] After proper curing times were determined, the samples were vulcanized according 
to the data from Table 3.13. ACM samples prepared on mill were cured at 180 ÛC for 15 
minutes. Furthermore, in order to study the effect on crosslink density on the properties 
of composites, ACM compound prepared on mill was also cured for 3, 5, 8, 10 and 12 
minutes with specimen thickness of about 1 mm.  
Table 3.13. Curing times in press at 175 ÛC. 
Elastomer Thickness Curing time, min 
ACM (prepared in internal mixer) ~ 0.2 mm 15 
~ 1 mm 15 
GECO (with TMTD) ~ 1 mm 3.5 
GECO (with CBR) ~ 1 mm 15 
CO ~ 1 mm 15 
Samples fabricated by solution casting method were carefully released from moulds 
avoiding stretching and cured in ventilated oven at 175 ÛC for 30 minutes. Samples 
mixed in internal mixer were cured in MKH hydraulic press with electrically heated 
plates in 1 mm thick aluminium moulds, or without moulds in order to obtain about 0.2 
mm thick films.  
3.4. Determination of crosslink density 
The crosslink density N’ expressed by number of moles of crosslinks per unit volume is 
determined by equilibrium swelling measurement in solvent (here: toluene, in ambient 
conditions) from the equation: 
ܰᇱ = ௩
ଶ
  (3.3) 
At the same time, v, number of effective network chains, is calculated according to 
the applied Flory-Rehner equation [103;104]: 
߭ ൌ െ
ଵ
௏ೞ
୪୬(ଵି௩ೝ)ା௩ೝାఞ௩ೝమ
௩ೝ
భ/యି௩ೝ ଶΤ   (3.4) 
where ݒ௥ – is volume fraction of rubber, Vs – is the molar volume of solvent and Ȥ – 
is the Flory-Huggins polymer-solvent interaction parameter. For toluene, Vs = 106.2 
g/mol. For the systems “acrylic rubber-toluene”, “CO-toluene” and “GECO-toluene” 
Flory-Huggins interaction parameter needs to be calculated according the equation 
[105;106]: 
߯ = ௏ೞ
ோ்
൫ߜ௦ െ ߜ௣൯
ଶ + ݇  (3.5) 
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where R is the gas constant (R= 8.3144621[J/mol K]), T – temperature in Kelvins, k 
– the constant (k = 0.35), ߜ௦ and ߜ௣- Hildebrand solubility parameter of solvent and 
polymer respectively. For toluene, ߜ௦ = 18.2ܯܲܽଵ/ଶ, ߜ௣ = 19.21ܯܲܽଵ/ଶ for CO, 
ߜ௣ = 18.46ܯܲܽଵ/ଶ for GECO and for polyethylacrylate ߜ௣ = 18.27ܯܲܽଵ/ଶ. By using 
ߜ௣ for polyethylacrylate we eliminate the effect of crosslink sites in acrylic rubber on 
solubility parameter; solubility parameter for acrylic rubber is not available in 
references. This method takes into account both the existing chemical and physical 
crosslinks. If necessary, density of each type of network can be obtained as described 
elsewhere [107]. 
Taking into consideration insoluble components in rubber compound (curative, 
accelerator, acid acceptor, etc.) the volume fraction of rubber in the swollen vulcanizate 
is [108;109]: 
ݒ௥ = (௠೏ି௠బఝ) ఘೝൗ(௠೏ି௠బఝ)
ఘೝൗ ା
(௠ೞି௠೏)
ఘೞൗ
   (3.6) 
where ms and md are the weight of the swollen and dried specimen respectively, mo 
– the initial weight of the specimen, ĳ – the mass fraction of insoluble components in 
the compound, ȡs = 0.87 g/cm3 is the density of solvent (toluene) and ȡr is the calculated 
density of rubber compound. 
However, if vulcanizates contain reinforcing fillers, ݒ௥ can be calculated using 
Kraus expression [104]: 
௩ೝ
௩ೝ೑
= 1 െ (3ܿ ൬ͳ െ ݒ௥ଵ ଷൗ ൰+ ݒ௥ െ 1) థଵିథ  (3.7) 
where ݒ௥௙ is the volume fraction of filled rubber in the swollen gel calculated 
according to the formula (3.6), ׋ – volume fraction of filler in the unswollen filled 
rubber and c is the filler-rubber interaction parameter. The fillers used in the current 
study are generally referred to as non-reinforcing fillers, but the addition of ceramic 
particles may lead to an increase in some mechanical properties. [71;85] 
Due to the challenging determination of filler-rubber interaction parameter for the 
studied systems it is not included into the scope of the study. In case any of the filler 
shows reinforcing action, vr can be estimated from the ratio of swelling values (Q) of 
the corresponding compounds [110]:  
௩ೝ
௩ೝ೑
= ொ೑
ொబ
  (3.8) 
where Q0 is swelling value of unfilled rubber and Qf is the swelling value of a filled 
one. Swelling value is defined as grams of solvent per gram of rubber hydrocarbon 
[111]: 
ܳ = ቀ௠ೞି௠೏
௠బ
ቁ
ி
ଵ଴଴
  (3.9) 
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where F is formula weight, meaning total weight of rubber together with 
compounding ingredients based on hundred parts of rubber. Moreover, from this 
equation, apparent crosslink densities of elastomeric compounds can be calculated as 
1/Q. 
For the determination of crosslink density three specimens (10x10 mm) of the 
sample were weighed and then immersed in 150 mL of toluene at 20 ÛC for 96 hours in 
order to obtain equilibrium swelling. The saturated swollen specimens were removed 
from solvent, wiped quickly with filter paper and weighed. Specimens were weighed 
again after 48 hour drying in air. Crosslink densities were generally determined 
according to the equation (3.3) in moles of crosslinks per cubic meter of the material. 
3.4.1. Determination of bound rubber 
Bound rubber value (BRV) can be used for the estimation of filler-rubber interaction. It 
describes the amount of elastomer trapped or occluded by aggregated filler particles. 
The larger BRV means higher filler-rubber interaction. [103;110;112-114] Two 0.5 g 
samples were placed into filter paper bags and immersed in toluene for 72 h. The 
solvent was renewed every 24 h. The bags were weighed both wet and after 24 h of 
drying. BRV is calculated according to the formula: 
ܤܴܸ = ௠భି(௠మି௠య)
௠భ
   (3.10) 
where ݉ଵ = ݉௦ × ଵ଴଴ி   is the weight of rubber in sample, F – formula weight, ms – 
weight of initial sample, m2 -  weight of rubber gel together with filter paper bag and m3 
– weight of dried gel with filter paper bag. Determination of BRV is made in order to 
choose proper formula from the abovementioned for the calculation of crosslink 
densities of various samples. 
3.5. Mechanical testing 
Tensile test is one of the most common mechanical tests for rubber compounds. It is 
especially important for the current study to obtain Young’s modulus and M100 in order 
to estimate actuation properties of the material. TS and elongation at break give 
information about mechanical performance.  
According to standard ISO 37:2005, larger dumbbell pieces are preferable for tensile 
testing, as smaller ones may give higher values for tensile properties. For the solution- 
casted compositions, dimensions of the sample were limited and, therefore, only 
miniature dumbbell test pieces could be used. Other specimens were cut off from the 
sheets with the same mould that was used for solution-casted samples in order to obtain 
comparable tensile test results. Due to the small thicknesses (0.2 – 0.5 mm) of solution-
casted and ACM samples with dual cure-sites, tensile testing cannot be performed 
according to the standard. For the test, thin dumbbell test pieces had a test length of 10 
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mm and were tested at 200 mm/min rate. Testing of 1 mm thick samples of 
epichlorohydrin and ACM with chlorine cure-sites was conducted according to ISO 
37:2005 with standard specimen type 4 at 200 mm/min rate of traverse. Messphysik 
MIDI 10-20/4x11 equipment with a long travel extensometer and 1 kN maximum load-
cell was used in all performed tensile tests. 
Young’s (elastic) modulus shows a relation of tensile stress to strain and it is 
applicable only for purely elastic deformation. Unlike metals, Young’s modulus (Y) is 
not usually calculated for rubbers, as elastomeric strain-stress curve shows high strains 
and almost no linear portion. Nevertheless, determination of elastic modulus is of high 
importance for the current work, as also for the other works in the field of electrically 
activated elastomeric actuators.  
Several methods of determining Y for elastomers is available in literature. Omnès et 
al. [113] calculates Y from the stress-strain curves fitted by six-order polynomial 
function at strains below 0.09. Similar polynomial fitting was applied by Molberg et al. 
[52]. In most of the articles, elastic modulus is determined as a slope of the stress-strain 
curve at certain elongation (5% [11;35;98], up to 30% [110] and higher [51]), in some – 
by regression analysis at 0 to 40 % elongation, as no linear region was available on the 
tensile curve [55]. Also modulus values are often obtained for certain pre-strain value 
[11;115]. For most of the methods, values obtained from tension and compression are 
slightly different [40] and depend on the testing rates used (50 – 500 mm/min). 
However, large number of works mentions neither test rate, nor method for determining 
Young’s modulus that make comparison of the results impossible. In some cases it is 
unclear which physical quantity is referred to as “modulus” (“elastic modulus”, 
“Young’s modulus”) - whether that is Young’s modulus discussed above, or elastic 
modulus obtained from dynamic mechanical analysis, or even stress at certain per cent 
elongation, as shown in [46]. These problems have already been discussed in literature 
[5], but clear standardized terms and testing methods are still not available. 
Here, Young’s modulus is determined from the slope of stress-strain curves in the 
linear region (at 5% elongation) because at 200 mm/min rate required by standard for 
the determination of other tensile properties, amount of data points at lower elongation 
can be insufficient. Such method allows comparing Young’s modulus of the material 
within current study. Finally, stress at 100% (M100) and 200 % (M200) elongation are 
important values for this study because most of actuator materials require pre-straining 
up to 100% and more before the test. The median result of three tests is reported for 
each of the value. 
3.6. Electrical testing 
Electrical testing is crucial for materials applied in DEAs, as their performance depends 
a lot on the dielectric properties of elastomeric film. Testing for the electric breakdown 
was conducted at High Voltage laboratory at TUT by K. Lahti and J. Puikko. Dielectric 
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constants were determined at the Laboratory No10 for luminescence, relaxation and 
electrical properties of polymeric systems at the Institute of Macromolecular 
Compounds, Russian Academy of Sciences (IMC RAS) in St. Petersburg with the 
assistance of N. V. Afanasƍeva. 
3.6.1. Determination of dielectric constant 
Dielectric testing is widely used for polymeric dielectrics. It is extremely sensitive to 
the structure of polymers, nature and amount of polar groups it their chains and various 
types of molecular motion. Moreover, different inclusions within the material affect the 
results of dielectric testing a lot. 
The tests were conducted at Laboratory 10 of IMC RAS using an automatic LCR-
meter 4270 by Wayne Kerr. In order to measure loss tangent (tgį) and capacitance C, 
the sample was fixed in a measuring cell as shown in Figure 3.2. Measuring cell is 
constructed of brass electrodes insulated by 10-15 mm thick Teflon discs and connected 
to LCR-meter by clamped wires. Upper movable cylindrical electrode, 10 mm in 
diameter, is attached to the screw that allows changing the distance between electrodes. 
However, such system fails to set exactly the same test pressure for the samples with 
different thicknesses because the upper electrode is moved manually thus depending on 
the operator. Therefore, measuring cell with integrated micrometre was tested in order 
to avoid the abovementioned problem. Although it allowed using same electrode 
pressure for all the samples and reduced the error arising from the thickness 
determination, such measuring cell showed very big error of unknown nature in the 
results and was not used further.  
 
Figure 3.2. Measuring cell with sample in assembly. 
For precise permittivity determination it is very important to have good contact 
between the sample and upper electrode where the voltage is applied. Therefore, each 
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sample has its own set of secondary electrodes. Upper, or measuring, one is a circle cut 
from a conductive copper tape (0.1 mm thick, with carbon-based adhesive layer), while 
lower circular electrode of larger diameter is made of aluminium foil.  
 
The sample was chosen so that the fluctuation of its thickness was lower than few 
per cents. The thickness was measured by a micrometre. LCR-meter measured the 
capacitance of the samples, and after that dielectric permittivity of the specimens was 
calculated by software according to the following formula: 
ߝᇱ = 14.4 ௛஼
ௗమ
, (3.11) 
where h – thickness of the sample in cm, d – diameter of the measuring electrode, ɋ 
– capacitance of the sample in pF. Loss factor was determined from the measured 
quality factor Qf : 
ݐ݃ߜ =  ଵ
ொ೑
  (3.12) 
Finally, dielectric losses were calculated from equation (2.10). Dielectric 
permittivity and loss factor of the samples were determined for the 120 Hz – 610 kHz 
range and solely at 1 kHz. The accuracy of the device was checked on two resistors with 
known resistance, as described in user manual, and on polyimide thin film with known 
dielectric permittivity. The error of the device is about 0.1 %. Maximum error from 
thickness determination and calculations is 5 %. Four parallel tests were conducted, and 
the median value was determined. 
 
3.6.2. Testing for breakdown strength 
According to the standard IEC 60243-1, all the samples were preconditioned for 24h at 
+23ÛC, 50% relative humidity. During the testing of solution-casted samples, 100mm 
rod-rod electrodes (DC, positive polarity) were utilized and samples were immersed in 
dielectric oil during the test. Testing rate was set to 250 V/s and the test was performed 
until the breakdown of the sample occurred. Four parallel tests were conducted, and the 
median value was determined. 
3.7. Microscopy 
Microscopic images of the studied elastomeric sheets allow evaluating the distribution 
of fillers and unused curatives within the material. This can be a useful tool when 
explaining, for instance, the effect of fillers and pores on dielectric permittivity. Study 
was conducted on Zeiss ULTRAplus scanning electron microscope. 
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Chosen samples were immersed in liquid nitrogen and then broken in halves in 
order to obtain cross-section surface to study. Then samples were placed into metallic 
sample supporting springs and glued to the sample-holder. Same carbon-based glue was 
also applied into sides of the specimen and left to dry-up. Finally, samples were carbon-
coated and studied at 500, 1000, 2000, 5000 and 10000 magnification. Such 
magnification was chosen because of the much different particle size of the fillers and 
the unknown size of possible voids inside the material. Two different spots of each 
sample were viewed.  
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4. Results and discussions 
Here the experimental results are presented and discussed. The results are viewed 
concerning preparation techniques, mechanical and electrical testing. Moreover, 
experimental data is compared with values obtained from theoretical calculations. 
Conclusions are drawn after every subchapter. 
4.1. Preparation techniques 
Solution casting and conventional rubber mixing methods of sample preparation were 
chosen to be tested because of number of advantages they provide. Solution casting is 
preferable method for laboratory-scale production because it requires no specific 
knowledge, large equipment and is easy to perform with small amounts of materials. On 
the other hand, conventional preparation methods of rubber samples require more 
specific knowledge and special equipment, but can offer much shorter production times 
and require no solvents. In this chapter, comparison is made between the samples made 
of ACM rubber with dual cure-sites which were prepared in different ways mentioned 
above. 
Visually, samples prepared by solution casting are shiny and have uneven surface 
with multiple inclusions of aggregated curatives and few visible bubbles. Samples 
fabricated by simple solution casting have no visual differences to those where 
sonication was used. Rubber specimen prepared on mill is less shiny with even surface 
and no visible inclusions, while sample made in internal mixer has dull and smooth 
surface. Samples can be seen in Figure 4.1. 
 
Figure 4.1. ACM samples with dual cure-sites fabricated by a) solution casting; b) 
mixing in internal mixer; c) mixing on two-roll mill. 
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4.1.1. Tensile properties 
Some difficulties in determination of tensile properties were related to the small 
thickness of the samples and their increased adhesion to the metal clamps of the testing 
equipment. Next, some error can arise from thickness determination and differences in 
thickness between the samples. Moreover, solution-casted samples showed remarkably 
large deviation in the determined values within the tested specimens that can be related 
to uneven distribution of curatives and presence of clumps. It is also assumed that 
crosslink density was varying within the sample. Figure 4.2 shows important properties 
of ACM samples prepared by different methods. 
 
Figure 4.2. Tensile properties (with standard deviations) of ACM with dual cure-sites 
prepared by different methods. 
Here, tensile properties vary a lot depending on a selected fabrication method. 
Moreover, deviation from average is significant for most properties. For the solution-
casted samples, possible presence of residual acetone or inhomogeneity of the specimen 
could be a reason for such deviation. First, remarkably increased elongation at break 
and low tensile strength (TS) of solution-casted samples indicates low crosslink density 
of the material that is possibly due to problems with distribution of the curatives, as well 
as differences in curing methods. Curing in press is progressing faster than in ventilated 
oven. This hypothesis is supported by the TS and maximum elongation values obtained 
for the ACM prepared on mill and cured for 3 minutes; they are 0.96±0.04 MPa and 
1410±48 % respectively. However, lower elongation at break but higher TS of the 
sonicated sample compared to another solution-casted one may mean that sonication 
positively affected the distribution of the curatives. Further study of the crosslink 
densities suggests the same. Stress at 100 % and 200 % elongation is comparably same 
for solution-casted samples.  
Second, samples prepared in internal mixer obviously have very high Young’s 
modulus and tensile strength, as well as other tensile properties compared to the 
samples fabricated by milling. For these samples crosslink densities should be of the 
same order of magnitude because of the similar curing processes. However, milled 
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samples were cured at 5 ÛC higher temperature than those mixed in internal mixer, and 
the pressure during curing is unknown. These factors should affect the tensile properties 
of the compounds.  
4.1.2. Dielectric properties 
Dielectric properties of sonicated solution-casted sample are compared to the dielectric 
properties of materials prepared in internal mixer and on two-roll mill. Relative 
dielectric permittivities and losses are seen in Figure 4.3.  
 
Figure 4.3. Relative dielectric permittivity and dielectric losses (solid lines of 
corresponding colours) of a) solution-casted sample b) sample mixed in internal mixer 
and c) milled sample. 
Solution-casted and samples mixed in internal mixer have almost no difference in 
relative dielectric permittivity, and its dependence on the frequency in comparably low. 
Moreover, no notable peaks in dielectric losses are seen for these samples meaning that 
no relaxation processes occur in this spectrum. However, average dielectric losses of 
solution-casted sample at low frequencies are higher than for mixed one possibly due to 
poorer intramolecular structure of the specimen and uneven distribution of curatives. 
Furthermore, milled sample show obviously higher dielectric constant that is more 
dependent on frequency. Finally, clear peaks are seen in dielectric losses accompanied 
by corresponding change in slope of dielectric constant. Such peaks exist at same 
frequencies for all the measured milled specimens. This fact may lead to the conclusion 
that sample prepared on mill has multiple number of air-filled pores. The resistivity 
curves are shown in Figure 4.4. Similarly to the dielectric permittivity, resistivity of 
solution-casted and mixed sample is almost the same, while sample prepared on mill 
has somehow lower electrical resistivity. 
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Figure 4.4. Resistivity (logarithmic scale) of ACM samples with dual cure-sites of a) 
solution-casted sample, b) sample mixed in internal mixer and c) milled sample.  
4.1.3. Conclusions 
It is obvious that conventional rubber mixing methods are beneficial over solution 
casting methods. They provide better uniformity of samples resulting in more 
homogenous properties. Moreover, mixing and milling methods allow automation and 
are faster than solution casting methods. However, it is worth mentioning that on the 
early material development stage other solution-based fabrication methods can be 
tested, for example, substrate dipping and spraying techniques, as described in some 
works [117]. Such methods should result in obtaining thin elastomeric films of good 
quality with reduced fabrication time compared to the solution-casting methods used in 
the current work. Although differences in electrical and mechanical properties of the 
samples prepared in internal mixer and on mill are possibly related to the increased 
porosity of the latter one, more detailed investigation is needed in order to determine the 
reason for that. 
Repeatability of the experiments is low for samples prepared by solution casting 
methods and described in the current work, and it is impossible to control any 
mechanical or dielectric properties for such samples. Conventionally mixed samples 
show more repeatable results, while possible reason for the differences between mixed 
and milled sample is examined in next chapters. 
4.2. Neat rubbers 
Conventional mixing method was chosen for further sample preparation. Here, 
dependence of properties on elastomer type is discussed only for the samples prepared 
in internal mixer. Moreover, properties of GECO samples with two different 
accelerators are compared. Different samples are shown in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5. Unfilled rubbers: a) ACM (dual); b) ACM (chlorine); c) CO; d) GECO. 
ACM samples seem to be more uniform, while relatively large triazine particles can 
be seen in CO sample meaning that properties of the material will deviate and the 
sample cannot be evenly cured. Such problem could be related to the mixing process, 
when shear forces in mixer were too weak to break the clumps. Moreover, CO was 
excessively sticking to the mixing rotors and chamber that possibly complicated 
distribution of recipe ingredients even more. 
4.2.1. Determination of curing time 
Acrylic rubbers show marching modulus that is typical for this type of rubbers. In CO 
torque is usually increasing slowly and steadily with time. The obtained rheographs can 
be seen in Figure 4.6. Curing behaviour of ACM with chlorine cure-sites was not 
tested, but it is known that it has “marching” curing curve and generally slower 
vulcanization process than ACM with dual cure-sites. However, a retarder was added to 
ACM (dual), and it was decided to set curing time of both ACM rubbers to 15 minutes. 
In CO samples no scorching is seen, and the curve is reaching no plateau. Therefore, 
curing times were set arbitrary for the same 15 minutes for ACM and CO rubbers. 
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Figure 4.6. Curing curve at 175 ÛC of unfilled a) ACM with dual cure-sites; b) CO; c) 
GECO with TMTD accelerator.  
Moreover, the curing behaviour of GECO with two different accelerators was 
studied at 160 ÛC and 175 ÛC. The curing curves are presented in Figure 4.7. Curing 
process starts much later with CBS accelerator than TMTD, especially at 160 ÛC, and 
the slope of the curve is more flat indicating a slower curing process. Compounds 
containing TMTD have good scorch and short curing time. Although curing with 
TMTD at 175 ÛC to the optimum level is fast, curing at 160 ÛC would allow tuning the 
crosslink density of the compound more accurately that can be useful in future 
experiments. 
 
Figure 4.7. Curing curves of GECO samples at 160 ÛC (dashed line) and 175 ÛC (solid 
line) with different curatives: a, b) TMTD; c, d) CBS. 
4.2.2. Tensile properties 
Tensile properties of unfilled rubbers are shown in Figure 4.8. Deviation of the results 
within the specimens is high for ACM rubbers, especially for maximum elongation 
values. That could be related to the presence of voids inside the material, or poor 
distribution of curatives resulting in the variation in number of crosslinks within the 
sample, or instrumental error arising from testing. Hence, the reason for high deviation 
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is most likely related to the manufacturing process (unsuitable mixing cycle, low fill 
factor or mixing temperature, etc.) or the testing equipment. The increased fill factor 
and addition of curatives after cooling down the masterbatch would lead to higher shear 
forces during mixing thus facilitating the dispersion of the curing agents and possibly 
reducing the deviation in tensile properties within the sample. Same suggestions are 
valid for CO sample, except for the fill factor has to be generally lower for 
epichlorohydrin rubbers than for ACMs in order to control heat built-up. Finally, certain 
amount of curatives is unused in CO because of the visible large inclusions of triazine. 
These factors negatively affect tensile and other properties of the materials. 
 
Figure 4.8. Tensile properties (with standard deviations) of neat rubbers. 
Young’s modulus, stress at 100 and 200 % elongation and tensile strength of GECO 
with TMTD accelerator are notably higher than those properties of GECO with CBS 
and can be related to the differences in curing process and TMTD being more active 
accelerator than CBS. For the DEA application, CO shows better tensile properties than 
GECO  sample  –  lower  Y,  M100 and  M200, as well as higher TS and maximum 
elongation. 
From Figure 4.9 it is seen that maximum elongation decreases with increase in 
curing time that is related to the corresponding increase in crosslink density. No 
significant changes are seen in stress at 100 and 200 % elongation, but tensile strength 
and Young’s modulus have maximum at 10 minutes of curing. Such behaviour could 
not mean that the optimum state of cure is reached after 10 minutes at 175 ÛC, because 
the compound has a slow soap/sulphur curing system containing a retarder. Thus, more 
detailed investigation of the effect of curing time on mechanical properties needs to be 
performed together with microscopic analysis of the structure. Reduction of the tensile 
properties may be the sign of multiple internal defects in the sample. 
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Figure 4.9. Tensile properties (with standard deviations) of ACM with dual cure-sites 
prepared on mill depending on the curing time. 
4.2.3. Dielectric properties 
Dielectric constants and losses of various materials are presented in Figure 4.10 - 
Figure 4.11. ACM with only chlorine cure-sites has somehow higher dielectric 
permittivity compared to the dual cure-site ACM. According to the dielectric data, it is 
impossible to determine whether the type of cure-site has an effect on relative 
permittivity and losses of the ACM rubbers or those differences are related to the 
microscopic structure and morphology of the sample. Moreover, dielectric permittivity 
of ACM (chlorine) is higher than the average reported for acrylic rubbers (4 – 7) at 
1kHz [3;44;52;65] meaning that sample structure should definitely have an effect on it. 
 
Figure 4.10. Relative dielectric permittivity (İƍ) and dielectric losses (İƍƍ, solid lines of 
corresponding colours) of a) ACM with dual cure-sites, b) ACM with chlorine cure-sites 
and c) CO sample. 
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CO is known to have comparably high dielectric constant that is related to the 
chemical structure of the highly polar polymer. High dielectric losses of CO sample at 
higher frequencies accompanied with the change of permittivity slope are related to 
relaxation process of unknown nature. Comparison with pure polyepichlorohydrin can 
help understanding if that relaxation related to the polymer itself, or, for example, to the 
large inclusions of triazine. More test points and tested specimens are required in order 
to determine whether relaxation occurs in CO and ACM (chlorine) at lower frequencies. 
 
Figure 4.11. Relative dielectric permittivity (a) and dielectric losses (c) of GECO with 
TMTD accelerator; relative dielectric permittivity(b) and dielectric losses (d) of GECO 
with CBS accelerator.  
GECO samples have very high İƍ and İƍƍ most likely due to the higher conductivity 
(lower resistivity) of the compounds that can be seen from Figure 4.12. Both resistivity 
slope changes and dielectric losses of GECO rubbers increase significantly at about 10 
kHz. CO sample has lower resistivity than tested ACM rubbers, but stays in dielectric 
region at lower frequencies, while GECO falls into semi-conductive one (below 108 ɏ 
cm). Moreover, the slope of GECO curve changes at lower frequencies with resistivity 
depending less on the frequency that can be a sign of arising DC conductivity. The type 
of accelerator used with GECO rubber has little effect on material’s resistivity. 
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Figure 4.12. Volume resistivity (logarithmic scale) of neat rubber samples: a) ACM 
with dual cure-sites, b) ACM with chlorine cure-sites, c) CO, and GECO with d) TMTD 
accelerator or e) CBS accelerator.  
4.2.4. Conclusions  
Much attention should be paid to the manufacturing of ACM and CO samples. Possible 
changes can include cooling of the masterbatch before addition of curatives and better 
control of the temperature. Moreover, optimal fill factor should be determined 
experimentally. These arrangements can improve the distribution of the curatives and 
lead to better reproducibility and less deviation of the test results. Another solution may 
be to use commercial package with curative dispersion. Finally, during the curing 
process, pressure of the press per cm2 of rubber should be kept at the same level for all 
the samples, although it is sometimes difficult to calculate the area of the sheet in 
advance. 
Concerning basic tensile properties, DEA materials need to have low elastic 
modulus, high elongation and moderate to high tensile strength. When comparing the 
properties of ACM rubbers, ACM (dual) has comparably high modulus and just 
moderate dielectric properties, while tensile strength of another ACM type might be too 
low. Among polyepichlorohydrin samples, CO would have obvious benefits over 
GECO, especially if problem with curative distribution is solved. Finally, when 
comparing the activators, the choice is made for TMTD because it provides faster 
curing and lower dielectric losses at frequencies below 1 kHz compared to the 
compounds containing CBS. However, increased conductivity, high elastic modulus and 
low maximum elongation make current GECO samples difficult to be applied in DEAs. 
4.3. Composites 
In order to create a composite with stable and homogenous properties, attention should 
be paid to the dispersion of filler particles within the rubber matrix. As expected, 
samples prepared by solution casting had poor filler dispersion that can be noted even 
visually. This is related to poor sedimentation stability of the suspension in acetone and 
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much time required for specimen to solidify. All of the filled samples were made by the 
sonication-assisted solution casting method, and only ACM(dual) with 5 phr of BT 
prepared by conventional solution casting was used for the comparison reasons. 
Visually, sonicated sample had better uniformity than another one. For the sonicated 
material, distribution of particles is more even for the least amount of filler of the 
smaller particle size (5 phr of TO and BT), and the least uniform for the sample with the 
highest load of filler with the largest particle size (20 phr of TP). In the latter case, the 
separate layer of TP is present at the bottom of the sample. All solution-casted 
composites had shiny upper and dull bottom surfaces. 
Most of the filled samples prepared in internal mixer seem to be homogenous. 
However, large spherical TP particles are visualized in materials containing this filler. 
That can be explained by the overall large particle size of the filler. Distribution of 
fillers will be discussed more in Chapter 4.5. As mentioned in previous chapter, CO 
samples contain triazine clumps that are still present in the structure after addition of 
fillers or oils. 
Addition of oils to ACM rubber with dual cure-sites resulted in samples with 
reduced uniformity and appearance of stains, especially when Fomblin® oil was used. 
“Bleeding” of oils was noticed at loadɵ over 5 phr for all the rubbers. Finally, after 3-4 
months of storage, oil migrated to the surface from GECO filled with 5 phr of 
MIDEL®. For filled ACM elastomers use of plasticizer is limited to about 5 phr, but 
polyepichlorohydrin allow incorporation of 10-30 phr of oils, such as DOP (dioctyl 
phthalate) or DOA (dioctyl adipate) [66;69]. 
4.3.1. Curing  
As seen from Figure 4.13, addition of oils has some plasticizing effect on ACM rubber 
with dual cure-sites. MIDEL® reduce torque level less than Fomblin® oil, and all the 
materials show similar marching curve.  
 
Figure 4.13. Curing curves of acrylic rubber at 175 ÛC with a) no oil; b) 5 phr of 
MIDEL® oil c) 5 phr of Fomblin® oil. 
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Curing curves of oil-filled GECO are shown in Figure 4.14. When comparing the 
effect of oil incorporation to GECO, it is seen that here Fomblin® increases the torque. 
MIDEL® oil reduces the torque a bit in the beginning of the curing process, but then 
maintains it at the level of unfilled GECO.  Nevertheless, presence of 5 phr oils has 
almost no effect on t90 time. 
 
Figure 4.14. Curing curves of GECO with TMTD accelerator at 175 ÛC with a) no oil; 
b) 5 phr of Fomblin oil; c) 5 phr of MIDEL oil. 
Finally, addition of fillers leads to increase in maximum torque level due to 
increased viscosity. Optimal cure time, however, is almost unaffected by that, as seen 
from Figure 4.15. Addition of TO leads to a small increase in t90. The onset of 
vulcanization is not affected by the introduced fillers and oils. 
 
Figure 4.15. Curing curves of GECO with TMTD accelerator at 175ÛC with a) no filler; 
and with 20 phr of b) BT; c) TP; d) TO. 
4.3.2. Tensile properties  
Tensile properties of the composites are discussed based on the sample preparation 
method. Although it was concluded in previous chapters that solution-casted samples 
have poorest structure and visible inhomogeneous distribution of particles, results of the 
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mechanical tests of such composites will be discussed here shortly for a comparison 
reason. 
4.3.2.1. Solution-casted samples 
Tensile properties of samples prepared by sonication-assisted solution casting are seen 
in Figure 4.16. High deviation of the results is related to uneven thickness of the 
material arising from the fabrication method and poor distribution of the particles 
related to poor sedimentation stability of filler particles in acetone. Sedimentation 
stability was noticed to increase with decreasing the particle size of the filler (TP ĺ 
TO). Standard deviation bars are not shown in the picture for clarity. ACM/TO 
composites are only available with 5 phr load of filler. 
 
Figure 4.16. Tensile properties of ACM (dual) composites prepared by sonication-
assisted solution casting method. 
It is seen that addition of BT and TP led to certain increase in Young’s modulus and 
M100 especially for low filler load. At higher load of TP the mentioned properties show 
regression, but are still higher than the initial level. However, increase in TS caused by 
BT and TP was followed by some decrease in the property at 20 phr of TP. This can be 
related to worse sedimentation stability of tantalum pentoxide compared to barium 
titanate resulting in filler distribution gradient. Anyway, TS of all solution-casted 
samples is very low – below 1 MPa, and the addition of TO shows the lowest TS value. 
High elongation at break of all the samples can be related to the very low crosslink 
density of the compounds. 
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4.3.2.2. Conventionally mixed samples 
Effect of fillers on tensile properties of rubbers is first shown in Figure 4.17 with  an  
example of BT-filled ACM with dual cure-sites prepared on mill. Here, addition of BT 
resulted is increase in elastic modulus and tensile strength, while no significant changes 
in  M100 were noticed. Moreover, maximum elongation increased, especially at 5 phr 
load.  
 
Figure 4.17. Tensile properties (with standard deviations) of ACM with dual cure-sites 
depending on the BT load. 
According to the results of bound rubber determination (BRV), neither of fillers is 
reinforcing. Therefore, the observed changes in properties can be related to the possible 
defects in internal structure of the unfilled rubber, uneven distribution of the particles in 
composites or changes in crosslink densities. The results of dielectric tests from 
Chapter 4.1.3 indicate possible presence of pores in this unfilled ACM sample 
explaining its comparably low mechanical properties. 
At small loads of TO, elastic modulus and stress at 100% elongation of the ACM 
rubbers decreases as seen from Figure 4.18, same behaviour is frequently reported in 
literature, for example, by Yang et al. [35], and can be related to the decreased crosslink 
density of such materials. It will be discussed in more details later in the next chapter.  
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Figure 4.18. Tensile properties (with standard deviations) of ACM with chlorine cure-
sites with 5 phr of fillers/oils. 
Young’s modulus and maximum elongation of different rubbers filled with 5 phr of 
particles and oils is presented in Figure 4.19 - Figure 4.20. Generally, compounds with 
any kind of fillers/oils have lower or the same elastic modulus, but addition of TP and 
MIDEL® oil led to some increase in that property.  
 
Figure 4.19. Young’s modulus of various rubbers at 5 phr filler or oil load. 
Moreover, addition of 5 phr of oils to ACM rubbers resulted in reduced elongation 
at break. As tensile strength of some compounds increased, that all may mean that 
chosen oils do not work successfully as plasticizers. High deviation of the results within 
the specimen is possibly a sign of poor dispersion of recipe chemicals or defective 
material structure. 
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Figure 4.20. Maximum elongation of various rubbers with 5 phr filler or oil load. 
Mechanical properties of filler- and oil-loaded GECO are shown in Figure 4.21 and 
Figure 4.22 respectively. Standard deviation bars are not added to the graphs for clarity 
reasons. Addition of up to 20 phr of any filler or oil to GECO rubber resulted in lower 
Young’s modulus, except for the 20 phr of TO that increased modulus to about 2.2 
MPa. Moreover, M100 and M200 were reduced after addition of fillers and oils. Particle-
filled composites also showed higher TS increasing with increase in filler load (TP, 
BT), as well as GECO with incorporated MIDEL® oil. Remarkably, test results for TO 
at different concentrations are much more chaotic than those of other fillers. This can be 
related to the problems with dispersion of nano-sized materials. It is impossible to 
distinguish any trend in the tensile behaviour of TO-filled GECO rubbers. 
 
Figure 4.21. Mechanical properties of filler-loaded GECO rubbers. 
Similar behaviour is seen from Figure 4.22 with different oil loads, especially for 
MIDEL® containing rubbers. Moreover, MIDEL® oil is less compatible with GECO 
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than Fomblin® because at 5 phr load it migrated to the surface of the sample after few 
month of storage. 
 
Figure 4.22. Mechanical properties of oil-filled GECO. 
Addition of different amount of fillers resulted in improved maximum elongation of 
GECO rubbers, as seen from Figure 4.23, although introduction of ceramic particles 
usually leads to the increased stiffness of the compound and reduced elasticity. Such 
increase in elongation at break can have a relation to the higher tensile strength of the 
filled samples. Same assumptions could be valid also for MIDEL® containing GECO 
materials, but addition of Fomblin® seems to have plasticizing effect on such rubbers.  
 
Figure 4.23. Maximum elongation of GECO samples. 
4.3.3. Breakdown strength  
Only solution-casted samples were tested for the maximal electric field they can 
withstand. The results are shown in Figure 4.24. No clear correlation is noticed 
between composition of the material and its breakdown field. Deviation of the results is 
high, as in most of the other tests, due to the poor distribution of fillers and curatives. 
Breakdown strength of polyepichlorohydrin samples was not determined because of 
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much higher conductivity of GECO rubbers. However, determination of maximal 
electric field CO samples can withstand is recommended for future research. 
 
Figure 4.24. Breakdown strength of solution-casted*** samples (with standard 
deviation). 
Solution-casted samples have the poorest quality compared to the samples prepared 
by other techniques. It is known that breakdown strength of the material depends a lot 
on amount of pores, presence of fillers and distribution of particles. Due to the better 
particle distribution and elimination of voids, it is assumed that breakdown strength of 
conventionally mixed rubbers should be same or better than that of corresponding 
solution-casted samples. Moreover, electric field applied during actuation tests should 
not exceed 10-15 kV/mm for the material to have perspectives as DEA. Therefore, all 
the tested compounds satisfy the aims of the current work from the viewpoint of 
breakdown strength. 
Finally, although dielectric breakdown test is informative at the early development 
stage of suitable dielectric elastomer, the results of such test are usually arbitrary and do 
not reveal the real property of the actuator material because EMI phenomena is not 
included into this evaluation. Therefore, breakdown voltage determined with rigid 
electrodes should be used mostly for eliminating the materials with obviously low 
breakdown properties. Test with stretchable electrodes or at different prestrain rates 
would be more informative, but those are basically actuation tests. 
4.3.4. Dielectric constant  
For more clear presentation of the results, relative dielectric permittivities and losses are 
shown at one frequency. Although for DEA application it would be better to view 
dielectric properties at 1-10 Hz, the used equipment did not allow using such low 
                                                           
*** Neat ACM(chlorine) and BT5-m are prepared by conventional solution-casting, while other specimens  
by sonication assisted one. 
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frequencies. The values are shown in Figure 4.25-Figure 4.27 at the frequency of 1 
kHz that is a standard one. 
According to Figure 4.25, addition of 5 phr of fillers to ACM rubbers with chlorine 
cure-sites and those obtained by solution-casting resulted in small increase in dielectric 
permittivity. Moreover, dielectric loss was reduced for ACM (chlorine). Other 
composites had poorer relative dielectric permittivity than the corresponding unfilled 
rubbers. Detailed study of the structure of the sample and more information about fillers 
is needed in order to justify the possible reasons for that. 
 
Figure 4.25. Relative dielectric permittivity (a) and losses (b) of various composites 
containing 5 phr of fillers; measured at 1 kHz.  
Similar picture concerning CO composites is seen from Figure 4.26, where addition 
of transformer oils led to a decrease in dielectric constant and increase in losses. 
According to the theory [21], at the temperatures above glass transition, dielectric 
constant of the plasticized compound should increase in case oil is compatible with 
elastomer and has real plasticizing effect. Hence, determination of glass transition 
temperature of the compounds of interest could be informative for the current study, and 
should be performed in future.  
However, as addition of oils to CO rubbers did not decrease Y, poor plasticizing 
action can be assumed. It can also be related to lower polarity of the oils. Moreover, 
addition of oils could lead to the changes in comformations of macromolecular chains 
making them stiffer, but that would not explain the increase in dielectric losses.  
Therefore, oils possibly behaved like low-İƍ fillers in CO leading to the decrease of 
overall dielectric constant and increase in dielectric loss. Nevertheless, the obtained type 
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of behaviour is different than predicted theoretically, and requires investigation deeper 
than the extent of the current thesis. The opposite changes in İƍ values of ACM 
composites predicted by the theory are more promising for DEA applications.   
 
Figure 4.26. Relative dielectric permittivity (a, b) and losses (c, d) of various 
composites containing transformer oils; measured at 1 kHz. 
Generally, addition of fillers to GECO rubber resulted in lower dielectric constant 
and correspondingly lower dielectric loss. Such changes correlate well with changes in 
the electric conductivity of the composites discussed later in this chapter. Addition of 
small amount of oils resulted in significantly increased dielectric loss in materials, as 
seen from Figure 4.27. Therefore, none of the tested transformer oil could be 
recommended to be used with GECO rubbers.  
Changes in material’s resistivity are especially important for GECO samples 
because of semi-conductive nature of the compound (resistivity below 108 ɏ cm). 
Reduced conductivity together with high dielectric constant would be beneficial for 
DEA application. Dependence of the resistivity on the filler type and amount is shown 
in Figure 4.28 in logarithmic scale. Resistivity curves of other composites are not 
presented here because they are much less important and informative. Generally, 
addition of ceramic filler led to some increase in materials resistivity. Addition of 5 phr 
of BT or TO into GECO matrix led to more significant improvement at low frequencies, 
while further addition of filler gradually decreased electrical resistivity to the initial 
level. As for GECO filled with TP, addition of larger amount of dielectric particles 
resulted in reduced conductivity with increased filler load. 
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Figure 4.27. Relative dielectric permittivity (a, b) and losses (c, d) of various GECO 
composites; measured at 1 kHz. 
 
Figure 4.28. Volume resistivity of GECO rubbers filled with a) BT; b) TP; c) TO 
depending on a frequency and a filler load. 
At the same time, introduction of small amounts of oil did not lead to remarkable 
changes neither in values nor in the shape of the curve. Resistivity curves of oil-filled 
GECO compounds are sown in logarithmic scale in Figure 4.29. 
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Figure 4.29. Volume resistivity of GECO rubbers filled with a) MIDEL® oil; b) 
Fomblin® oil depending on a frequency and a filler load. 
4.3.5. Fitting to dielectric composite mixing rules 
By applying equations (2.22) – (2.28) from Chapter 2.3 it is possible to estimate how 
well our theoretical expectations correlate with practical results. In case the correlation 
is found, it will be possible to calculate necessary amount of filler required to obtain a 
certain dielectric permittivity of the composite. Therefore, comparing experimental 
results with classical composite mixing rules is common practise in the DEA research 
field [35;70].  
From the all composites studied, only dual cure-site ACM filled with BT can be 
fitted to dielectric composite mixing rules because other ACM and CO composites have 
no variation in filler load. Finally, various particle-filled GECO materials are left 
outside due to their lower electrical resistivity. GECO composites are closer to semi-
conductors in their dielectric properties and dielectric composite mixing rules cannot be 
applied to them. Oil-filled compounds also were not compared to the classical mixing 
rules because most of the theories assume that added dielectric fillers are spherical in 
shape, have similar size and higher dielectric constant than the matrix. In this case, oils 
are unlikely to be spheres, the scale of inclusions in unknown, and the dielectric 
constant of any of the used oil is smaller than of rubber. The solution-casted samples 
have visually poor surface and bulk quality together with low homogeneity resulting in 
thickness variation and uneven distribution of fillers and crosslinking.  
In order to compare BT-filled ACM with classical dielectric mixing rules it was 
assumed that dielectric constant of barium titanate is 1000, while the real value is 
unknown. According to Figure 4.30, experimentally measured dielectric permittivity of 
ACM(dual)/BT composites does not fit to the predicted range, as it is lower than of 
initial rubber. Thus, fitting should be repeated after obtaining samples with same 
porosity level and after the exact dielectric constant of the filler is known. 
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Figure 4.30. Fitting experimental dielectric permittivity of BT-filled ACM with dual 
cure-sites to classical dielectric mixing rules.  
4.3.6. Conclusions  
All the obtained composites suffer from relatively poor dispersion of filler particles. 
Therefore, more attention should be paid to the fabrication process by adjusting the 
mixing parameters and possibly compound recipes. Generally, addition of fillers has 
little effect on mechanical properties of the compounds, and often results in slightly 
reduced elastic modulus. In most cases, fillers increase dielectric constant of ACM 
rubbers, but lead to a reduction of that property in polyepichlorohydrin. Addition of TP 
to GECO rubbers leads to reduction of electrical conductivity and dielectric loss factor. 
At the same time, transformer oils have poor plasticizing effect for most of the tested 
rubbers, especially GECO. 
Generally the use of classical mixing rules allows estimating the dielectric 
properties of the composites that are being developed and it can be a useful tool when 
planning a composite with certain dielectric constant. In the current case, fitting to the 
mixing rules fails due to some problems with the studied material. Moreover, the fitting 
is done under the assumption that filler particles are spherical, and the real permittivity 
of BT used is unknown. Determination of exact dielectric constant of filler could be the 
next step in the research. 
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4.4. Effect of crosslink density 
Crosslink densities of some samples were calculated in order to obtain more 
information about the studied materials. Determined crosslink densities of ACM 
samples with different curing times agree well with the theory - crosslink density 
increases steadily with longer curing, as seen from Figure 4.31.  
 
Figure 4.31. Mechanical properties of ACM with dual cure-sites in relation to curing 
times and accompanying change in crosslink density. 
The test for determining BRV revealed that there was no rubber-filler gel present 
meaning that neither of filler is reinforcing. Thus, crosslink densities were calculated 
based on that information and with assumption that fillers are distributed evenly inside 
the matrix.  Change in crosslink density has little correlation with mechanical properties 
of the material. Some experimental data is shown in Figure 4.33 - Figure 4.34. 
Generally, the use of white fillers is not recommended by the manufacturer due to their 
unknown effect on the curing process. For instance, it is known that presence of TO 
affects curing process of ACM rubbers and decreases the crosslink density of the 
composite [35].  
For titania, interaction of TO-induces radicals with curatives or with polymer itself 
leading to the chain scission can be among possible reasons of reduced crosslink density 
[35]. TO is known for its active surface containing adsorbed water, hydrogen, oxygen 
and other molecules [86]. Moreover, according to MSDS of TO, its pH = 3.5-4.5 
meaning that it could have a retarding action towards ACM rubbers. Addition of BT 
seem to have similar effect on ACM with dual cure-sites, as seen from Figure 4.32, but 
the nature of such effect cannot be determined within the scope of the current work. The 
decrease in crosslink density can explain increased elongation at break that is often 
reduced with addition of fillers. However, no trend is seen in relation of crosslinking to 
the change in mechanical properties of these compounds. 
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Figure 4.32. Mechanical properties of ACM with dual cure-sites loaded with 0, 5, 10, 
20 phr of BT in relation to the crosslink density. 
From Figure 4.33 it is seen that compounds with 5 phr of different fillers have the 
same crosslink density that is just slightly smaller than that of unfilled rubber. Addition 
of filler led to an increase in tensile strength of all ACM rubbers, and that was not 
expected to happen because of non-reinforcing nature of fillers and lowered crosslink 
density. Obviously, addition of transformer oils had an effect on curing process, but the 
nature of this phenomenon was not studied. 
 
Figure 4.33. Mechanical properties of ACM (chlorine) with various fillers/oils in 
relation to the crosslink density. 
In the case of the effect of crosslink density on the mechanical properties of GECO 
shown in Figure 4.34, no clear trend is seen. Similarly to previously discussed 
compounds, in order to investigate the correlation, more data at varying concentrations 
of fillers is needed, as well as the details of surface activity and pH values of the fillers. 
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Figure 4.34. Mechanical properties of GECO with 5 phr of different fillers in relation 
to crosslink density. 
The effect of crosslink density on dielectric properties was studied by evaluating the 
properties of ACM rubber with dual cure-sites cured for 3 to 15 minutes. The current 
study revealed that, for the unknown reason, increase in crosslink density leads to the 
increase in relative dielectric permittivity. The relation is shown in Figure 4.35. 
Generally, polymers with increasing crosslinking tested at temperatures above Tg show 
some reduction in dielectric constant that is related to the more ordered system and 
macromolecules that are less free to move in the applied electric field [21]. Increase in 
dielectric properties in such conditions would mean contaminated or disordered 
material. However, contamination is unlikely to show steady increase in dielectric 
permittivity with curing time. Therefore, such effect could be explained by voids and 
other structural defects that appear in material with increase in crosslink density.  
 
Figure 4.35. Effect of curing time on crosslink density and relative dielectric 
permittivity (at 1 kHz) of ACM unfilled rubber with dual cure-sites. 
4.4.1. Conclusions  
Crosslink density has a pronounced effect on the properties of some tested rubbers, 
especially unfilled. While its effect on mechanical properties is widely studied in 
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literature, relation of the degree of crosslinking to the dielectric properties of speciality 
rubbers and the morphology of the sample is not fully investigated. Moreover, the 
possible influence of fillers on the crosslinking process should be taken into 
consideration. Currently, no clear relations between rubber types, amount and type of 
incorporated filler and mechanical/dielectric properties of the studied materials is seen. 
Although the importance of crosslink density for DEA materials can be overestimated 
in the current work, more information about surface activity, dielectric constants and pH 
values of the fillers can be useful for further studies. 
4.5. Microscopy 
SEM pictures provide information about presence and size of pores in the materials. 
They also allow evaluating the dispersion of particles and their agglomerates. For 
example, Figure 4.36 reveals that ACM sample mixed on mill has large amount of 
pores of about 300 nm in size. With addition of BT the amount of pores decreases 
significantly, but their size stays relatively unchanged.  
Finally, Figure 4.37 shows the selected samples with 10 phr of fillers. BT and TO 
tend to form agglomerates, which is common problem for nanosized materials, such as 
TO. The size of BT powder is less than 2 ȝm, as declared by the manufacturer, and its 
uneven particle distribution can be related to inefficient mixing. However, improved 
filler dispersion is stated not to have effect on dielectric permittivity of material [118]. 
The largest particles of TP can reach about 250 ȝm and can be noticed visually 
especially if they form aggregates, but such large particles were not seen at the fracture 
surface. The SEM image possibly shows some smaller TP inclusions in the material. 
Remarkably, just very few voids can be seen in ACM filled with TP compared to the 
samples filled with same amount of BT or TO.  
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a) e) 
  
b) f) 
  
c) g) 
  
d) h) 
         
Figure 4.36. SEM images of unfilled ACM (a, e) and ACM with 5 phr (b, f); 10 phr (c, 
g); 20 phr (d, h) of barium titanate. 
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a) d) 
  
b) e) 
  
c) f) 
         
Figure 4.37. SEM images of ACM compound containing 10 phr of BT (a, d), TP (b, e) 
and TO (c, f) with different magnification. 
4.5.1. Conclusions  
Scanning electron microscopy provides good supplementary information for the 
research that helps in explaining the result of mechanical and dielectric testing. It is 
helpful to detect the pores inside the sample, while other methods (e.g., comparing 
theoretically calculated density to the experimentally determined one) may be more 
inaccurate. However, SEM cannot give much information about the fillers that are so 
much different in particle size, when same magnification is used for all the samples. 
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4.6. Evaluation of materials 
For the proper evaluation of actuation materials, real actuation tests should be 
performed in addition to the presented test methods. Preliminary theoretical estimation 
of actuation behaviour is also possible, for example, by applying Maxwell pressure 
equation and the following thickness strain formula. In order to estimate actuation 
behaviour of tested materials with Maxwell’s equation, it should be assumed that 
dielectric materials are ideal meaning that stretching has no effect on their dielectric 
behaviour. Otherwise, more sophisticated modelling should be performed that stay 
outside the scope of current work.  
From Chapters 2.1.5 - 2.1.6, it is clear that performance of real DEAs is limited by 
electrical breakdown strength, EMI, prestraining and elasticity of the material in 
addition to the already mentioned dielectric and mechanical properties. The simplest 
way to compare materials in their possible actuation performance is to calculate the İƍ/Y 
ratio, like it was done in some works [50;61]. Here, actuation properties of tested 
materials are estimated based on assumption that they are ideal not prestrained 
dielectrics with dielectric strength higher than maximum applied electric field and 
showing no EMI. Finally, it is worth mentioning that real actuation behaviour is usually 
poorer than estimated one. 
Attention should also be paid to the dielectric losses in material and elasticity of 
composites. First, low dielectric losses generally mean better actuation performance at a 
given electric field. That is related to less energy dissipated in each cycle and lower heat 
build-up. Compared to the material with high losses, it may also mean lower actuation 
electric field and improved life-time. Furthermore, high losses can arise from increased 
conductivity of materials, and for DEA material it is important to stay in high resistivity 
range. Second, elastic materials with higher maximum elongation can be preferred over 
materials with similar other properties (İƍ/Y ratio, dielectric loss factor (tgį), tensile 
strength, etc.) because they allow larger prestaining and may result in better actuation 
strains and electromechanical stability. Figure 4.38 shows evaluation of neat 
elastomeric materials prepared in internal mixer. Values of the loss factor are not 
shown, because they are comparably same for ACMs and CO rubbers (0.02-0.03), and 
reach 1.34 for GECO samples.  
Based on this evaluation, ACM with chlorine cure-sites and CO are expected to 
have better actuation performance than other tested elastomers. According to the data 
from Figure 4.39, TP shows poorest properties among fillers for both ACM and CO. 
Addition of oils may be beneficial for ACM, but lead to decrease in İƍ/Y ratio for CO 
samples. Finally, loss factor was decreased from 0.02 to 0.01 when 5 phr of filler or oil 
was introduced into ACM matrix, while no significant changes were seen for CO. No 
data is available for CO/TO samples because of the problems with its preparation 
mentioned earlier in Chapter 3.2. 
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Figure 4.38. Evaluation of unfilled elastomers of different types. 
Samples prepared by solution-casting methods are excluded from the material 
evaluation because of obviously poor properties related to the distribution of particles 
and curatives, as well as to disadvantages in fabrication. 
 
Figure 4.39. Evaluation of selected elastomers with 5 phr fillers/oils; a) 
ACM(chlorine); b) CO. 
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4.6.1. Conclusions 
Among the samples prepared in internal mixer, ACM with chlorine cure-sites and CO 
rubbers are believed to have the best perspectives for the application in DEAs. BT and 
TO can be used further, but transformer oils do not perform satisfactory and can be 
replaced by some conventional plasticizers in the future research. However, before 
excluding TP from the further studies, it could be important to test TP with smaller 
particle size. Finally, only actuation tests can reveal the real performance of the 
materials because the response of the dielectric materials to the applied electric field is 
dependent on numerous factors and cannot be predicted just by mechanical and 
dielectric properties of the material. 
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5. General conclusions and further work 
The current work aims to investigate the effect of material type and preparation method, 
as well as type and amount of different fillers and plasticizers on the mechanical and 
dielectric properties of the selected elastomers. These goals contribute to the further 
development of the superior material for DEA application. As the result of the 
conducted research, not much improvement was obtained in the elastomeric material 
concerning its applicability for DEA. However, current work showed its importance at 
the initial stage of the research. Here, different methods of sample preparation and 
dielectric testing were investigated and compared revealing the most promising ones. 
The most suitable techniques and materials were pointed out together with the 
suggestions about improving them. Moreover, deeper understanding of dielectric 
phenomena was obtained, as well as enlarged knowledge of practical aspects related to 
the dielectric testing. 
First, the study revealed that conventional rubber mixing is beneficial over solution 
casting methods, as it provides better uniformity of samples resulting in more 
homogenous properties and is generally faster than solution casting technique. The 
observed differences in mechanical properties of the samples prepared in internal mixer 
and on mill can be related to the increased porosity of the latter one, as revealed in SEM 
images. More detailed investigation is needed, and preparation conditions leading to 
creation of pores should be determined. Among the samples prepared in internal mixer, 
neat ACM with chlorine cure-sites and CO rubbers show more suitable properties for 
the DEA applications because of their low elastic modulus and high enough dielectric 
permittivity. However, ACM and CO samples, both neat and filled, suffered from 
significant deviations of mechanical and dielectric properties within the sample that is 
related to the poor distribution of curatives and filler particles during mixing. When 
porosity was not affecting the results, addition of fillers to ACM rubbers resulted in 
some increase in dielectric constant and reduced elastic modulus, especially for TO. For 
the unknown reason, CO samples loaded with different types of fillers had reduced 
dielectric permittivity. Investigation of the microscopic structure of those materials 
could be helpful in finding reason for that. Although current GECO samples have 
increased conductivity and high elastic modulus, addition of fillers, for instance, 20 phr 
of TP resulted in significantly reduced conductivity as well as decreased elastic 
modulus and dielectric loss factor. At the same time, dielectric constant of such material 
was much higher than that of the other rubbers. 
Among the fillers, BT and TO seem to be more preferable for further studies, but 
transformer oils do not perform satisfactory with the selected rubbers and could be 
replaced by some conventional plasticizers, for example, DOP or DOA in the future. 
Moreover, it could be important to test same fillers with different particle size, as 
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dielectric properties of the filler are related to this parameter. Furthermore, higher loads 
of fillers should be mixed with the selected rubbers.  
Next, crosslink density has a pronounced effect on the properties of some tested 
rubbers, especially unfilled ones. The effect of crosslinking on the dielectric properties 
of speciality rubbers and the morphology of the sample is not fully investigated. 
Although its importance can be overestimated, possible influence of fillers on the curing 
process should be taken into consideration. Therefore, more information about surface 
activity, dielectric constants and pH values of the fillers could be useful for further 
research on the field. 
Finally, only actuation tests can reveal the real performance of the materials, 
because the response of the dielectric materials to the applied electric field is dependent 
on numerous factors and cannot be predicted just by mechanical and dielectric 
properties of the material. However, recommendations for the further research include: 
x The conventional rubber mixing process should be adjusted in order to obtain better 
dispersion of fillers and curatives. The possible changes involve, for example, 
increased fill factor for ACMs that can reach 0.95, lower mixing temperatures and 
different mixing scheme. Another solution may be to use commercially available 
curative dispersion packages. 
x Other solution-based fabrication methods could be tested, for example, substrate 
dipping and spraying techniques. Such methods should result in obtaining thin 
elastomeric films of good quality with reduced fabrication time compared to the 
solution-casting methods used in the current work. Here the attention should be 
paid to the applied solvent, dispersion of the particles in solution, viscosity of the 
solution and drying conditions. 
x It is assumed that further addition of dielectric fillers can improve electrical 
resistivity of GECO material by disrupting the percolation paths between ethylene 
oxide (EO) units that are responsibly for conductivity of GECO rubbers. Moreover, 
GECO with low content of EO could be used as matrix. At the same time, 
mechanical properties of such material could be adjusted by lowering the crosslink 
density. 
x Fillers of different particle sizes and loads can be tested with the studied rubbers 
after mixing process is modified successfully. Moreover, fillers can be added to the 
conventionally plasticized rubbers. It could be important to precondition the fillers 
that tend to absorb water, like TO, before the mixing in order to exclude its effect 
on the results. 
x Real actuation tests should be performed for the selected material, and test can be 
performed with stretchable electrodes at different prestrain rates. Moreover, 
determination of dielectric breakdown strength of CO is important. 
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Appendix 1: Comparison of biological muscles 
and available actuator materials 
Table A. 1. Comparison of actuator materials [3]. 
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Table A. 2. Comparison of classes of muscle-like materials with natural muscles [2]. 
 
 
